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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The roots of environmental labeling can be found in the escalating global concern for environmental
protection on the part of governments, businesses, interest groups, and the public. There is a general
desire to identify, take and reward actions that address this concern, and, for many years, environmental
labels have been developed and used around the world.

The environmental and social consequences of modern coffee production have stimulated a desire, from
roasters, retailers and consumers, to receive information and reward actions addressing these
consequences. Hence, the labeling phenomenon can now be seen for coffee.

The various types of labels currently available for coffee include “shade-grown”, “organic”, “bird-
friendly”, “fair trade”, and “sustainable”. Given the variety of issues involved in coffee labeling and the
concerns over “label-fatigue” caused by the presentation of too many labels, there is growing interest in
one examining different ways of supporting cooperation among different labeling schemes. A common
element in all of these labels is a preference to grow coffee in at least some form of a shade environment.

There are many stakeholders in the shade-grown coffee issue: farmers and collectives, importers, roasters
and retailers, consumers, environmental and social advocates and certifying organizations. The last of
these use comprehensive, certified, recognized (and thus comparable) standards, but many of the other
stakeholders have at least informal criteria for shade-grown coffee. Furthermore, formality does not
ensure appropriateness; some feel that the rigidity of most organic criteria is inappropriate to the reality of
contemporary coffee growing.1 Central to the issue is thus a current lack of agreement on exactly how
standards for “shade-grown” coffee should be defined. A comparison of the many existing labeling
standards should provide a starting point for the analysis of potential agreement and synergy between
them.

A point of view expressed by several retailers is that organic certification currently has the most
credibility and therefore should provide the basis for any kind of “superseal.” Some feel that the organic
approach already addresses such issues as sustainability, biodiversity preservation, fair remuneration
(through premium pricing) and workers’ health; others believe that the organic criteria could easily be
expanded to include these concepts.  Put another way, there is an emerging view that any cooperative
label must at least meet organic criteria, and that a “superseal” must be an “organics plus” label in which
shade-related biodiversity or environmental criteria complement organic criteria.

Although “shade-grown” could potentially sum up the various aspects of both environmental and social
responsibility sought after in coffee labeling, agreeing upon a mutually acceptable definition of “shade-
grown” has proven difficult, as has developing common certification criteria for this concept. Among the
issues contributing to this difficulty are:

(i) the large number of players involved in environmental, agricultural and coffee labeling;
(ii) differences in the specific criteria needed to define “shade-grown”;
(iii) differences in verification and certification methodologies; and
(iv) the growing need for consumer education in the coffee labeling area.

While many initiatives that currently exist or are underway and could bring cohesiveness to the
sustainable coffee movement, a key weakness is fragmentation and lack of co-ordination among different
schemes. In order to move towards “mutual recognition”, certain issues should be more closely examined,
including:

                                                       
1 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg101.
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(i) existing and future consumer demand;
(ii) the structure of the marketplace;
(iii) the willingness of specific players of the coffee labeling industry to participate in such a venture;
(iv) pressures from the regulatory trade sector;
(v) pressures from the international trade sector;
(vi) possibilities for government support and stimulation;
(vii) possibilities for institutional support and promotion; and
(viii) the role of non-governmental organisations.

Based on current market and industry conditions and dynamics, six initiatives are suggested in this paper
for consideration with potential implementation objectives:

(i) Establishing a coffee labellers’ network or alliance;
(ii) Adopting the Global Eco-labeling Network’s model as a means to pursue mutual recognition;
(iii) Establishing an industry “code of conduct”;
(iv) Developing a united certification/verification system for non-organic criteria;
(v) Promoting mutual recognition among organic certifiers; and
(vi) Developing a set of “common standards”.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

This study, prepared for the Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC), for its work on Mexican
shade-grown coffee, provides:

(i) an overview of environmental labeling of products in general, and of environmental labeling
initiatives related to coffee;

(ii) an introduction to the concept of “mutual recognition” and related issues;
(iii) examples of “mutual recognition” and “enhanced cooperation”2 initiatives in the area of

environmental labeling; and
(iv) consideration of the potential roles of enhanced cooperation and mutual recognition with respect

to environmental labeling schemes for coffee.

This paper is to be distributed and presented at the CEC’s Experts’ Workshop on Mexican Shade-Grown
Coffee in Oaxaca, Mexico on March 29-30, 2000. Given the presentation audience, the paper focuses
primarily on issues and strategies relating to the advancement of “shade-grown” and “sustainable” coffee
labeling initiatives. Links between environmental and fair trade labeling are identified, but given only
limited consideration in this report (i.e. an in-depth analysis of this “fit” is outside the scope of this
paper).

SECTION 2: ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING OF PRODUCTS

2.1 COMPARING EXISTING STANDARDS/LABELING CRITERIA FOR SHADE-
GROWN COFFEE

There are many stakeholders in the shade-grown coffee issue: farmers and collectives, importers, roasters
and retailers, consumers, environmental and social advocates and certifying organizations. The last of
these use comprehensive, certified, recognized (and thus comparable) standards, but many of the other
stakeholders have at least informal criteria for shade-grown coffee. Furthermore, formality does not
ensure appropriateness; some feel that the rigidity of most organic criteria is inappropriate to the reality of
contemporary coffee growing.3 Central to the issue is thus a current lack of agreement on exactly how
standards for “shade-grown” coffee should be defined. A comparison of the many existing labeling
standards should provide a starting point for the analysis of potential agreement and synergy between
them. The Table in Annex 1 outlines key aspects of these standards, while the above key issues relative to
defining shade-grown coffee are summarised below.

The first key issue is the large number of players involved in agricultural labeling in general and coffee in
particular. Twenty years ago, only a handful of importers and roasters controlled the North American
coffee scene, but there are now over 1200 roasters in America with most of them being “micro-roasters”
(less than 500 bags/year)4. While these roaster/retailers generally use one of three predominant organic
certifiers (QAI, OCIA and Demeter), the Light Party website lists at least 35 other organic certifiers in the
United States alone5.

                                                       
2 The term – enhanced cooperation – is used throughout this paper to refer to strategies and actions taken to facilitate, or to
increase the likelihood of, the implementation of mutual recognition arrangements and/or agreements. While the achievement of
mutual recognition may be a long term possibility or even questionable in some circumstances, these strategies and actions may
still have very strong merits on their own (as presented later in the paper).
3 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg101.
4 Ibid., pg. 16.
5 Data obtained from the Light Party website.
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Adding to the complexity, some roasting houses prefer to do their own “certification” (e.g., Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters of Waitsfield, Vermont). The reasons for this “self-certification” include
dissatisfaction over existing standards, ambiguity over the definition of “shade” and a desire to
incorporate several other dimensions into certification. A solution adopted by some roasters for the latter
concern is to seek and promote multiple certifications. For example, Equator Coffee Roasters advertises
OCIA, TransFair and SMBC certifications. Thanksgiving Coffee, a roaster/retailer in Fort Bragg,
California, has combined a variety of other certifications into their own subjective rating system.

Another key issue is that while there may be general agreement on what is desired for growing shade
coffee, some specifics present formidable barriers. For example, most organic standards are strictly anti-
chemical meaning that only limited and defined amounts of “natural” chemical additives (e.g., copper
salts, quicklime)6 are permitted, and synthetic ones prohibited.7 Other standards take a more moderate
approach, by allowing farmers limited use of certain synthetic chemicals, where they are considered
necessary (e.g., Eco-OK8). Many small-scale shade coffee producers are hard pressed to afford these
chemicals9,10, possibly rendering this concern redundant.

The “strictness” of different standards is yet another key issue. Certification standards can be formulated
to require compliance (i.e., the “shall” approach) or take a more moderate, advisory approach (i.e., the
“should” approach). Critics of the “should” approach criticise its proponents for being too lenient11, but
proponents argue that standards should be relaxed to give farmers a reasonable chance to qualify. The
proponents also maintain that strict organic standards are not currently flexible enough to address all
possible coffee growing conditions. For example, some coffee farms in Costa Rica’s cloud-enshrouded
Meseta Central manage to maintain organic, sustainable practices without the “benefit” of shade cover12.
This issue may be a key division point between the organic (normally “shall”) and bird-friendly/
biodiversity sides (more likely to be “should”). One possible solution might be the understanding that use
of chemicals and other “lenient” allowances could ultimately damage the birds’ habitat and reduce
biodiversity.

Another significant issue in the debate is the label’s targeted stakeholder. “The consumer” may seem an
obvious target, but the elaborate coffee chain of custody complicates this issue. The ultimate consumers
(coffee drinker) may or may not buy the coffee bean directly – they may purchase it as a restaurant/coffee
house beverage, and thus may or may not even see the label or symbol.

In addition to visibility, consumer education must also be considered – labels are only relevant when
consumers fully understand the symbols, what they stand for and the credibility of the claims. An
analogous situation is presented by marketing efforts for another beverage: juice. Any beverage sold as
“juice” in Canada must contain at 25 percentage real fruit juice13; other beverages can only be called by
such terms as “cocktail” or  “drink”. Similarly, organic labels are only credible when they proclaim
“certified organic”14 in order to combat false organic claims. The success of these labeling efforts depends
upon consumer knowledge of the significance of such labels as OCIA and QAI. This in turn may depend
on the promotion/marketing efforts to educate them. In the case of coffee, it appears that it is the roasting
houses and retailers that are really aware of what the symbols mean, and, they make the decision to
purchase “labeled” coffee beans for resale/retail. They may or may not choose to pass this label info on to
the final customers – the coffee drinkers.

                                                       
6 1998 IFOAM Basic Standards for Organic Production and Processing, Appendix 2.
7 ibid., Sect 4.4 and 4.5.
8 Conservation Agricultural Network/Eco-OK Coffee Standards and Indicators, 1998.
9 Coffee, Conservation and Commerce in the Western Hemisphere, Rice and Ward, 1996.
10 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 22.
11 Personal communication with Seattle Audubon; 2000.
12 Shedding Light on Shade Grown Coffee; Swantz, 1997.
13 Canadian Food Inspection Agency Guide to Food Labeling and Advertising, 1997.
14 Urth Caffe website: Considering Organics, 2000.
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2.2 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The roots of environmental labeling can be found in growing concern for environmental protection.
Environmental labeling and notably “ecolabeling15”, have begun to be recognized as a potentially
effective marketing tool and as a means to promote trade. In particular, this marketing advantage has been
proposed for exports to countries where the environmental values of consumers are such that they will
prefer products that are less damaging to the environment. For both domestic and foreign participants in
these markets, greater attention is being paid to the possible benefits of environmental labeling as a means
of maintaining or increasing market share, or as a route to capturing new niche markets.

For many years, environmental warning labels have been developed and used world-wide. Through
legislation, the application of these labels has been required on, and/or in association with, specific
products in order to alert users to potentially harmful and/or hazardous effects related to the improper
handling, storage, use or disposal of those products.

In addition to mandatory labels, there has been a more recent proliferation of other types of environmental
labels in the marketplace (see Figure 1).  An increasing number of businesses are using “voluntary”
environmental labels16 as a means to inform consumers of specific environmental production
characteristics and/or environmental attributes associated with certain products.

The underlying assumption is that consumers will acknowledge these labels, and based upon their own
environmental concerns, may consequently factor the presence of the labels in their purchasing decisions
(i.e. make an “environmental choice”).

The proliferation and variety of such labels, along with their potential to have market impacts, have made
these labels the focus of numerous work projects and research studies in the last five years. This work has
been led by various international organisations including: the International Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO); the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD); the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the
United Nations Committee on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Major work has also been undertaken
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)17. A strong and consistent message is
that every voluntary labeling initiative needs to begin with a clear understanding of its objectives, and
should be based on the principles of voluntary participation, scientific rigour, independence, legitimacy,
accountability and flexibility18.

                                                       
15 Ecolabeling is the implementation of a "Type I environmental labeling program", as defined by ISO. The ISO definition is:
"voluntary, multiple-criteria-based third party program that awards a license which authorizes the use of environmental labels on
products indicating overall environmental preferability of a product within a particular product category based on life cycle
considerations. [ISO 14024:1999(E)]
16 For the purposes of this paper, an environmental label means a claim that indicates the environmental aspects of a product, and
it may take the form of a statement, symbol or graphic on a product or package label, in product literature, in technical bulletins,
in advertising or in publicity, amongst other things. This description is consistent with the relevant definition in International
Standard ISO 14020:1998(E).
17 Of note, the US EPA completed and issued a major international study – Environmental Labelling Issues, Policies, and
Practices Worldwide – in early 1999.
18 These “guiding principles” are elaborated upon and discussed, when and as appropriate, later in this paper.
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FIGURE 1
CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING
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2.3 VOLUNTARY LABELING INITIATIVES

There are different kinds of environmental labeling programs (and corresponding labels) that can be
distinguished according to particular program characteristics. For example, some programs focus on
single sectors (e.g. the building sector) while others may address multiple sectors. Another variation is
that some address a specific environmental attribute (e.g. energy conservation or recycled content), while
others involve the consideration and assessment of multiple environmental criteria.

Further, some programs are designed to assess and recognize environmental leadership, while others are
not selective and may be targeted at all products within a product category. As well, while some programs
apply life cycle19 considerations in their criteria selection and determination, others may focus on a
specific life cycle stage (e.g. product use or product disposal) or stages.

Another major distinction is the means by which environmental attributes are determined and/or
confirmed. Some programs involve "first-party verification" which means verification20 performed by
marketers on their own behalf to promote the environmental attributes of their products. Other programs
involve "third-party verification", which means having the verification work carried out by an
independent source that awards labels based usually upon pre-determined environmental criteria or
standards.

Another introductory point is that labels may be "positive", "negative" or "neutral". Positive labeling
programs certify that labeled products possess one or more environmentally preferable attributes21.
Negative labeling programs provide warnings about the harmful or hazardous ingredients contained in
labeled products. Neutral labeling programs present summary environmental facts about products that can
be interpreted and assessed by consumers.

Most voluntary environmental labeling initiatives relating to products and their production processes have
been undertaken on a domestic scale (national or regional) with the intention of operating within, and
impacting upon, domestic markets. However, as international markets have become more open,
environmental labeling has begun to be viewed as a means to promote exports, particularly to those
countries where consumers are making environmental choices.

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL LABELS FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

In the food and agricultural sector, most existing international, national and regional labels are mandatory,
and include various types of information disclosure labels. These have been devised and imposed in order
to notify consumers of product characteristics or attributes which legislators have decided that consumers
either need to, or should, know. The use of such labels has generally been accepted as a simple,
straightforward and consistent means of conveying the specific information.

Nevertheless, there are also various types of voluntary labels that are intended to aid consumers in
differentiating between competing food and agricultural products. These voluntary labels are typically
"positive" or "neutral", and include "report cards", "seals-of-approval", and "single-attribute certification"
labels. Generally, these labels are being used by businesses that wish to distinguish their products based
on specific environmental attributes. “Organic certification labels” for various agricultural crops are
probably the most prominent of such labels.

                                                       
19 The “life cycle” of a product is the consecutive and linked cradle-to-grave stages of its production. These stages include raw
material acquisition, manufacturing, transportation, distribution, use and disposal.
20 In this paper, verification refers to an evaluation process or determination performed to ensure that products meet specified
criteria or claims.
21 Most environmental labels for coffee fit in this category.
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In this sector, and notably in Europe and North America, there has been considerable public pressure from
non-government organizations (NGOs) and consumers to increase both the level and control over
labeling. In terms of new labeling, “genetically modified products" is one category that is currently
receiving considerable attention due to potential environmental and health impacts. A general
phenomenon is increasing consumer demand for more information regarding the relative health and
environmental attributes and impacts of products being grown and marketed both locally and globally22.

2.5 ENVIRONMENTAL LABELS FOR COFFEE

2.5.1 Overview

Coffee enjoys status as a major cash crop and is ranked as one of the world’s top ten trade commodities23.
In developing nations, it has become the second-most traded commodity, next to petroleum24. Every
second, more than 3,000 cups are being consumed, adding up to a total world market estimated at US$11-
14 billion annually25. Growing, shipping, roasting, marketing, certifying and administering coffee
employs at least 20 million people around the world and requires the cultivation of no less than 11 million
hectares.26

The environmental impacts of this consumption are considerable. Despite evolving as an understory shade
plant in Ethiopian rainforests, coffee is increasingly grown on huge monoculture plantations in the New
World. The greater yields achieved have come at a cost, for adapting this plant to full-sun conditions and
little or no ecological support generally requires the use of considerable volumes of fertilizers and
pesticides. Up to 50 different chemicals may be used to produce this “technified” sun coffee27; in many
cases, chemicals pose a threat to farm workers, native wildlife and local surface and ground water. Wide-
scale removal of native species diminishes local biodiversity and disrupts valuable habitats. Conventional
drying methods are also problematical, as is the disposal of millions of coffee husks into nearby streams.
Finally, there is the issue of fair compensation and working conditions for employees of these large-scale
operations; small-scale farmers are equally hard-pressed to complete while maintaining a sustainable
lifestyle.

The environmental and social consequences of modern coffee production have stimulated interest in a
return to more traditional, sustainable methods of producing this cash crop. These new, progressive
approaches have taken on various forms, including:

• Organic;
• Sustainable;
• Bird / biodiversity-friendly;

                                                       
22 In this regard, “ecolabelling” programs around the world, which have traditionally focused their labeling initiatives almost
exclusively on manufactured products and related processes, are being strongly lobbied to initiate work in this area. Until now,
these voluntary, multiple-criteria, seal-of-approval programs have rejected the notion of initiating labeling efforts in this area.
This stance has been based on factors including inter alia: the extent of pertinent environmental regulations; perceived
difficulties in applying life cycle assessment procedures and of establishing credible and defensible “environmental performance
leadership criteria” (as are required as conditions of such programs); recognition of the extreme variety and diversity of
production processes applied on regional bases; and international trade issues. Nevertheless, it appears that several of these
programs may become involved over the next few years. In fact, Canadian Environmental ChoiceM Program officials are
currently in the process of certifying and labeling a coffee product from Costa Rica.
23 McGill SSMU website Fair Trade Coffee promotion; www.ssmu.mcgill.ca/qprig/coffee/html.
24 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 19.
25 ibid., and Measuring Consumer Interest in Mexican Shade-grown Coffee; CEC, 1999.
26 ibid., and Coffee, Birds and Trade Policy; Seattle Audubon, et al., 1999.
27 Mittelstaedt, Martin, “Coffee’s cast of shady characters”, Globe & Mail, 10/28/99.
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• Fair Trade; and
• Shade-grown.

In 1996, organic coffee was reported to account for less than 2 percentage of the $5 billion world market
for specialty coffees, but was quickly increasing that meager share28. Estimates for the annual market
growth of organic foods in general range from 10-25 percentage, and one CEC-sponsored study indicated
that the market share of shade-grown coffee had risen to 5 percentage in 1999.29

2.5.2 Coffee Labeling Options

Given the growing interest in environmentally and socially responsible coffee, an obvious question is how
to present such coffees to the consumer. Coffee must be appropriately labeled to ensure that consumers
know what they are really getting and to enable them to feel confident that the label is meaningful.
“Shade-grown” has emerged as the term that potentially sums up the various aspects of environmental
and social responsibility being encouraged in the coffee industry. Defining what shade-grown really
means begins, however, by reviewing the definition of the other labels in current use and how they relate
to coffee production in particular.  This section, therefore, provides a brief overview of organic,
sustainable, bird-friendly and Fair Trade labels.

1. Organic

Organically-grown coffee must adhere to the strict criteria that other organic products meet, including
little or no chemicals use (synthetic ones are prohibited), crop rotation, natural pest control, minimal
irrigation and strict control of its effects (run-off erosion). Most organic coffee proponents and their
certifiers have evolved from previously established organic organizations. The International Federation of
Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) Membership reflects the broadest representation of all
producer groups and established accredited certifiers, and, thus may be considered “to represent a nearly
universal consensus on how organic coffee…should be defined”30. Their definition of Organic includes:
“systems that promote (the) environmentally, socially and economically sound production…take local
soil fertility as a key to successful production…respect(ing) the natural capacity of plants, animals and
landscape…dramatically reduces use of chemo-synthetic (chemicals)… stresses and supports
development of self-supporting systems…”.31

It is important to note that although organic practices are generally environmentally beneficial, consumer
interest is primarily health-based, driven by concerns about the consequences of ingesting agrochemical
residues and byproducts.

Organic organizations are dedicated to ensuring that conventional agriculture adapts organic practices,
and have thus had to adapt their views to the sort of forest polyculture in which coffee thrives. There is an
assumption that “coffee-specific” criteria should still adhere to the strict precepts of organic agriculture32.
A key aspect of coffee polyculture is the presence of shade cover over the coffee plants. While it is
possible to grow organic coffee in the sun, growing it with diverse shade cover is almost a prerequisite.
Certification agencies such as IFOAM (members include the Organic Crop Improvement Association, the

                                                       
28 Coffee, Conservation and Commerce in the Western Hemisphere, Rice and Ward, 1996.
29 Measuring Consumer Interest in Mexican Shade-grown Coffee; CEC, 1999.
30 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 43.
31 IFOAM Basic Standards for Organic Production and Processing, 1995.
32 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 51.
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Demeter Association and Naturland) and CertiMex have included this notion in their standards for
organic coffee.33,34

Although the evolution of clearly defined criteria for organics serves as one model for labeling
approaches, there has be concern voiced that organic standards may be too strict and exclusive to suit the
reality of contemporary coffee farms35. In this opposing view, organic farming practices should be
promoted and encouraged, but not strictly required.

2. Sustainable

The Bruntland definition for sustainable development is, “meeting the needs of today without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs”36. While a commitment to organic
production is one aspect of such development, some parties have voiced concern that sustainable coffee
production involves more than addressing health-related concerns, important though they are37. Added
concerns include specific efforts to preserve biodiversity, prevent water and soil pollution and maintain
the long-term viability of the local environment38. Some examples of “extended” definitions that
encompass sustainability and may overlap with organic elements are provided below.

• Demeter’s “Biodynamic” requires biodiversity and ecosystem preservation, soil husbandry,
livestock integration, prohibition of genetically engineered organisms and viewing the farm as a
living “holistic organism”39.

• Thanksgiving Coffee, a roaster/retailer of Fort Bragg, California, defines a “just cup” of coffee as
a “truly sustainable product” that combines the concepts of organic agriculture, maintenance of
the growing environment, support of local producing communities (i.e. fair trade) and consumer
satisfaction40.

• Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, of Waitsfield, Vermont, defines “Stewardship Coffee” as being
committed to “high quality, a healthy environment and the respectful treatment of workers and
their families”41.

• Canada’s Environmental Choice Program has developed criteria for “EcoLogo” coffee that
includes organic, shade-grown and Fair Trade concepts42.

Some advocates of shade coffee also draw on the climate change issue, by pointing out that rustic and /or
diverse forests present greater opportunities for carbon sequestration43.

Advocates of sustainable coffee may exploit growing environmental awareness in North American
consumers, by communicating the consequences of technified coffee. Consumer interest, however, will
only be partially driven by altruism. The bottom line is taste; the ultimate appeal for coffee drinkers is
going to remain quality44,45. It may be possible to link better quality with shade-growing practices46, but
the logistics of measuring a subjective quality like “taste” (much less setting standards) is daunting.

                                                       
33 1995 IFOAM Guidelines for Coffee, Cocoa and Tea.
34 Certi-mex Norms and Standards for Organic Coffee, from Rice and McLean, 1999.
35 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 50.
36 The Bruntland Commission Report on Sustainable Development, 1987.
37 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pp. 63-66, and website material of various coffee retailers,
including Green Mountain and Thanksgiving.
38 Coffee, Conservation and Commerce in the Western Hemisphere, Rice and Ward, 1996.
39 Key criteria for Demeter (Biodynamic) certification: Demeter website, 2000.
40 Definition of a “just cup” of coffee: Thanksgiving Coffee website, 2000.
41 What is Stewardship Coffee?: Green Mountain Coffee website, 2000.
42 See Annex 2: PRC-070 Verification and Licensing Criteria for Coffee.
43 What is Shade Coffee, Holly, 1999 and Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 71.
44 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 30.
45 Making Sense of Sustainability, Part 1, Janssen, 1997.
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3. Bird-friendly

The major proponents of this label-type (The Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre (SMBC), American
Birding Association (ABA), and Northwest Shade Coffee Campaign) are primarily concerned about the
fate of songbirds migrating between the Latin America tropics and temperate North America. The goal of
bird-friendly organizations is to protect the birds’ winter habitats, which are increasingly threatened by
the full-sun, monoculture approach used on large coffee plantations47. Migratory birds thrive in rich and
complex ecosystems and cannot survive in low-diversity environments. Thus the real aim of bird-friendly
advocates is biodiversity preservation, which in turn requires at least some degree of shade and forest
complexity.

While there is an overlap between organic and bird-friendly coffee farms, they cannot be considered
equivalent (for definitions, see below). Bird-friendly advocates acknowledge that organic coffee
production may go hand-in-hand with their aims, but tend to avoid actively promoting organic farming.
Some organic coffee retailers/roasters have remarked that shade-grown organic coffee is bird-friendly,
thus rendering this distinction superfluous.48 A concern voiced by the latter group is that bird-friendly
standards are too weak and redundant to be truly relevant.49

An additional point of divergence between these two labels is their neutrality. Organic standards are
generally considered “positive”, but this is not necessarily the case with bird-friendly standards. The term
“bird-friendly” may imply a positive orientation, but the underlying purpose of the label is to combat the
negative aspects of sun-grown coffee (habitat destruction). “Bird-friendly” essentially means “Anti-sun-
grown”, and is thus, in a sense, a negative label.

4. Fair Trade

Fair Trade advocates are primarily concerned with the conditions of farmers themselves. They seek to
ensure fair compensation, healthy working conditions and a decent standard of living for coffee farmers in
“developing”, less-industrialized countries50.

Working conditions tend to be better on small farms and collectives than on huge plantations where
workers are often underpaid and oppressed, so Fair Trade certification can often be a de-facto approval of
shade grown, organic coffee. In fact, Fair Trade organizations consider environmental concerns to be
intimately linked with personal empowerment. By working to assist small farmers, they promote a
stewardship style of coffee farming that is organic, shade-grown and bird-friendly51. However, such
agricultural parameters are generally recommendations only, not requirements. Many roaster/ retailers
ensure that their coffee receives both organic/shade and fair trade certifications52.

An interesting concern that has been raised is the extent to which organic farmers already obtain a
premium price for their product (beyond the fair-trade floor price) that is not available to a non-organic
(yet small-scale) farmer. Thus the perception among some organic certified producers is that Fair Trade
certification adds nothing but paperwork to organic farmers, although it genuinely does help non-organic
farmers53.

                                                                                                                                                                                  
46 Measuring Consumer Interest in Mexican Shade-grown Coffee; CEC, 1999, pg. 5.
47 Coffee, Birds and Trade Policy; Seattle Audubon, et al., 1999.
48 Inman, Mark, personal communication with Taylor Maid Farms Roastmaster, 2000
49 ibid.
50 What is fair trade?; TransFairUSA website, 2000.
51 Who Benefits from fair trade?: Benefits to the environment; TransFairUSA website, 2000.
52 Examples of retailers using such multiple certifications include Thanksgiving, Taylor Made and Equator.
53 Inman, Mark, personal communication with Taylor Maid Farms Roastmaster, 2000.
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2.5.3 Defining Shade-grown Coffee

Given the variety of issues and concerns over “label-fatigue” caused by the presentation of too many
labels, there is growing interest in one over-reaching or “super” seal that would address the various
environmental and social goals of sustainable coffee54. A common element in all of the above discussions
is a preference to grow coffee in at least a semblance of its traditional shady environment. However,
agreeing upon a mutually acceptable definition of “shade-grown” has proven to be difficult, as has
developing common certification criteria for this concept.

It may seem obvious that shade-grown coffee is coffee grown under a certain amount of shade cover.
However, modern coffee production present a considerable spectrum of distinct shade-types. For
example, a report prepared by the Seattle Audubon Society discusses the variety of shade covers found
among coffee plantations, and refers to five distinct levels of shade and manipulation of the original
ecosystem:

1) Traditional/ rustic or “mountain”
- original forest cover maintained
- coffee plants replace indigenous shrubs
- highest structural complexity and maintenance of natural ecosystem
- maximum height 40 metres

2) Traditional polyculture or “coffee garden”
- original forest cover maintained
- coffee plants replace indigenous shrubs
- other plants replaced with commercially desired ones
- still complex, but is a “manufactured” ecosystem
- maximum height 40 metres

3) Commercial polyculture
- original forest cover removed
- several shade species introduced
- introduced trees may have commercial and/or nutritional value
- coffee fills “shrub” niche in this artificial ecosystem
- maximum height 15 metres

4) Shaded monoculture
- original forest cover removed
- generally only one (leguminous) shade species introduced
- coffee only other plant
- low structural/ecological complexity with only 2 layers present
- maximum height 10 metres
- chemicals almost always required

5) Unshaded monoculture
- complete absence of tree cover
- coffee plants only
- maximum height 5 metres
- very high requirement for chemicals, energy, technology to maintain productivity
- shorter lifespan for individual coffee plants55

                                                       
54 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 95.
55 Coffee, Birds and Trade Policy; Seattle Audubon, et al., 1999.
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The Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre (SMBC), the main proponent of “Bird-Friendly” coffee, has
adapted the above classification scheme, with an additional distinction between “Diverse” and “Less
Diverse” Commercial Polyculture, and use of the term “Specialized Shade” for Shaded Monoculture. To
qualify for SMBC certification, a farm must be Traditional/Rustic Polyculture or Diverse Monoculture56.

Efforts to define shade-grown coffee also must address the extent to which only rustic, purely traditional
coffee cultivation ought to be included, or make allowances for contemporary farmers that have
introduced new species and techniques and yet are still striving to be good land stewards. A key point in
this debate is the question of yield versus revenue. Shade farm yields are lower than those on the new,
technified full-sun plantations; and while progressive farmers are willing to “do the right thing”, they still
need to earn decent revenues.

Another part of the definitional debate is in determining the environmental priority. Should it be habitat
protection? sustainability? reduction/elimination of chemical inputs? land stewardship? These various
laudable goals are not necessarily congruent, but the presence of shade cover is a critical and common
element.

Among the key stakeholders attempting to define “shade” standards and criteria are:

• Organic proponents as discussed above;
• The Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre (“Bird-Friendly”) as discussed above;
• The Rainforest Alliance (“Eco-OK”);
• Various country programs;
• Individual industry players (importers, roasters and retailers); and
• Non-timber Forest Product (NTFB) advocates.

Efforts were made at a CEC-sponsored conference in February 1999 at Xalapa, Mexico to develop a
mutually agreeable definition for “Shade-grown” coffee57. The thirteen researchers brought together at
this conference sought to balance the concerns of growers and other production stakeholders (maximum
yield and revenues) with those of environmentalists (conservation of biodiversity refuges). As noted
above, efforts to define “sustainable coffee” have been frustrated, but the experts brought together for this
conference agreed that shade coffee could in fact be defined as “a conservation tool in sustainable
development”58. A following set of bio-physical criteria were developed to further define shade coffee:

• Minimum 40 percentage shade tree cover above the coffee layer.
• Minimum 12 metres height of uppermost edge of canopy.
• Maximized structural diversity (exact measure subjective).
• Maximized floristic and faunal diversity (e.g. backbone shade species must be native and cannot

exceed 70 percentage of cover, at least 30 percentage of the remaining species must also be
native, epiphytes are encouraged, however no minimum number of species).

• Soil always covered with either vegetation or mulch to mitigate hydric/aeolic erosion.
• Pesticide use prohibited and organic fertilizers is encouraged, but not required.
• Waterway conservation requested.
• Maximization of landscape mosaic.59

Most importantly, the Smithsonian criteria suggests that two levels of certification can coexist – a basic
shade qualification and an elevated or plus (“super shade”) rating. To achieve the latter, the farm would
                                                       
56 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 48.
57 Measuring Consumer Interest in Mexican Shade-grown Coffee, Annex 2: Excerpts from “Defining Shade Coffee with
Biophysical Criteria”; CEC, 1999.
58 ibid.
59 ibid.
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have to be fully organic (no chemicals) and several other higher standards, such as 60 percentage shade
cover and more evident structural and floristic diversity60.

The Eco-OK Standards developed by the Rainforest Alliance for their Conservation Agriculture Program
echo the above criteria closely, with the addition of sections on waste management and social /worker
issues.61 Eco-OK has been criticized for not being sufficiently rigorous, but Rainforest Alliance’s goal is
to work with farmers to encourage a more sustainable approach to coffee production62. This standard’s
main strength is that it was developed in the producer areas, in concert with farmers and other local
stakeholders. Nonetheless, many other stakeholders are skeptical of Eco-OK’s viability and relevancy63.

More generally, a recurring criticism of “shade” labeling is that it is too simplistic. Some feel that the
complex issue of sustainability and fairness is trivialized by designating coffee with a “bumper-sticker
slogan”64.

A point of view expressed by several retailers is that organic certification currently has the most
credibility and therefore should provide the basis for any kind of “superseal.” Some feel that the organic
approach already addresses such issues as sustainability, biodiversity preservation, fair remuneration
(through premium pricing) and workers’ health; others believe that the organic criteria could easily be
expanded to include these concepts. 65 Put another way, there is an emerging view that any cooperative
label must at least meet organic criteria, and that a “superseal” must be an “organics plus” label in which
shade-related biodiversity or environmental criteria complement organic criteria.

SECTION 3: MUTUAL RECOGNITION CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

While the concept of “mutual recognition” is primarily addressed and applied in the international trade
context, it can also serve as a strategic means to enhance, strengthen and expand voluntary environmental
labeling initiatives.

3.1 MUTUAL RECOGNITION AND TRADE

Mutual recognition is a general term covering various types of agreements between different
organisations to accept results of each other’s work.

In the realm of international trade, bilateral and multilateral mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) have
been negotiated and established between governments, and relating to “conformity assessment” of
regulated products. As defined in Article 915 of “Part Three: Technical Barriers to Trade” of the North
American Free Trade Agreement, a conformity assessment procedure means:

“…any procedure used, directly or indirectly, to determine that a technical regulation or standard
is fulfilled, including sampling, testing, inspection, evaluation, verification, monitoring, auditing,
assurance of conformity, accreditation, registration or approval used for such purpose, but does not
mean an approval procedure”.

                                                       
60 ibid.
61 Conservation Agricultural Network/Eco-OK Coffee Standards and Indicators, 1998.
62 Making Sense of Sustainability, Part II, Janssen, 1997.
63 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, Rice and McLean, 1999, pg. 117.
64 Shade, Trade, Aid and Sustainability, Knox, 2000.
65 Personal communications with Café Altura, D&M Coffee, Equal Exchange, Sacred Grounds and Taylor Maid Farms.
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Generally, national governments and the European Commission have given priority to the establishment
of these MRAs with major trading partners, and have focused the agreements on highly regulated and
traded product categories, such as telecommunications equipment, computers, and others. An interesting
strategy that is being pursued is to initially establish a series of bilateral MRAs with the intent to
subsequently “network” these agreements to create a plurilateral framework (i.e. a mutual recognition
arrangement between numerous trading partners). Also of note, a number of regional groupings, including
NAFTA, APEC, ASEAN, the Gulf Cooperation Council, Mercosur, and the Central European Free Trade
Agreement (CEFTA), are all developing and introducing forms of mutual recognition on regional bases.

As identified in a pertinent European Commission communications document66,

“…Through an MRA, each party is given the authority to test and certify products against the
regulatory requirements of the other party, in its own territory and prior to export. Each party
recognizes the tests, certificates and approvals issued by agreed conformity assessment bodies of
the other party, and the products can be exported and placed on the other party’s market without
undergoing additional procedures. Such delegation of procedures can be envisaged, for obvious
reasons, only in those cases where countries require mandatory third-party certification of
products. This is normally required for products which present risks and which governments must
submit to stringent controls.

MRAs seek to facilitate trade while safeguarding the health, safety and environmental objectives
of each party. They do not require or presuppose harmonization of each Party’s substantive
requirements or recognition of their equivalence…[T]hey do require that each side has full
confidence that the certification process of the other side can fully satisfy its requirements. Such
confidence is most easily established at a bilateral level and between partners with broadly
comparable concepts of product testing and approval, and once established requires mechanisms
for its maintenance.

MRAs can bring several benefits: some immediate and others long term, some tangible in terms of
savings to industry, some less quantifiable but nonetheless useful in promoting efficient,
transparent, and increasingly compatible regulatory systems in different countries…[T]he expense,
time and …unpredictability incurred in obtaining approvals can be reduced …[F]or small and
medium sized enterprises, …the MRAs can bring benefits by enabling all testing and certification
steps to be carried out locally.

… [L]ong term regulatory cooperation, and indeed regulatory convergence, may be stimulated by
MRAs, since each party must understand and apply correctly the regulatory requirements of the
other party. This implies regular contact between regulatory agencies and conformity assessment
bodies in order to ensure continued and uniform application of each other’s rules. This in turn
creates an incentive to seek compatible solutions when developing new regulations, or conformity
assessment procedures.

Finally, mutual recognition can assist regulatory efficiency. Through being able to rely on
assessments carried out by another competent party, the limited resources of the regulator can be
reallocated”.

To highlight and elaborate upon a point raised above, mutual recognition systems can operate irrespective
of whether the parties’ underlying product standards and requirements are “harmonized” or “equivalent”.
(Definitions of these two important terms are provided in the insert box below.) Harmonization may
enable a producer to sell a product, which is produced against a single or equivalent standard, on multiple
markets; however, it doesn’t guarantee market access in terms of product approvals. Only mutual
recognition may enable the product to be certified in the country of export, and then placed on the market
of destination. Conversely, mutual recognition may not allow one-stop approval for multiple markets. The

                                                       
66 Community External Trade Policy in the Field of Standards and Conformity Assessment: Communication of the Commission,
Section II: Mutual Recognition Agreements, Paragraphs 35-37.
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mutual recognition system will likely need to incorporate harmonized or equivalent rules, so that a single
test and approval is sufficient for both domestic and foreign markets.

Harmonization is generally used to convey the notion of the convergence of different parties’
requirements to achieve uniform (i.e. even identical) standards or procedures. In Part Three of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the expression - “make compatible” - is used to convey this
notion, and is defined as: “…bring different standards-related measures of the same scope approved by
different standardizing bodies to a level such that they are either identical, equivalent or have the effect of
permitting goods or services to be used in place of one another or fulfil the same purpose”. [NAFTA
Article 915]

Equivalency is a concept that is closely related to “harmonization”, but is open to broader interpretation
and potential application. Related, but different interpretations exist and may be accepted. One definition
is “equal in force, amount or value”, which may be interpreted to mean “absolutely the same”. However, a
second definition is: “like in significance or import, and/or virtually identical in effect or function”. This
“equality of result” definition is open to greater interpretation, including: (i) results derived from
measurement methods of the same parameter could be considered equivalent because the test methods
correlate well; or (ii) different levels of the same parameter that have similar environmental impact; or (iii)
different parameters could have similar environmental impacts; or (iv) different parameters with different
environmental impacts but similar in significance. In this regard, considerable debate and controversy
exist over whether, and how to determine, that different processes/inputs/impacts can be deemed similar
enough to be considered and treated as “equivalent”/“equal”.

Thus, in sectors where benefits of harmonization (such as removing the costs to industry of national
differences in standards or technical regulations) are judged more important than the implementation of
MRAs, mutual recognition may be perceived and pursued as an important first step towards regulatory
convergence. However, in other cases, mutual recognition may be the priority or sole interest of industry.
This may be the case where:

(i) conformity assessment costs are particularly burdensome; or
(ii) regulatory differences don’t represent major additional costs in terms of product modification; or
(iii) harmonization is considered achievable only in the very long term (if ever).

3.2 MUTUAL RECOGNITION AND VOLUNTARY ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

The introduction and implementation of mutual recognition strategies and mechanisms in environmental
labeling is strongly based upon relevant international trade issues.

As identified earlier in this paper, most programs established in the 1980's and early 1990's were
undertaken to use the environmental values of consumers to promote environmentally sound practices
that would prevent pollution and promote resource conservation domestically. However, the proliferation
of environmental labeling programs and the emerging strong focus on trade promotion has drawn
attention to a number of important international challenges and the need for greater international
cooperation.

A measure is considered to be a barrier to trade when it disadvantages or restricts the access of foreign
producers to domestic markets. Three different, but related potential areas of concern that have been
identified in regard to environmental labeling schemes, are:

(i) Imposition of extra jurisdictional requirements

Some labeling programs could include provisions requiring full compliance to established criteria
related to a domestically-preferred (PPMs) with no consideration of "equivalent" processes,
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and/or provisions that all program participants meet the environmental (or other) laws of the
nation in which the program operates.

(ii) Restricted access to the label

Some programs could authorize only domestic companies to carry the label, thereby providing
domestic industry with a market advantage unavailable to foreign competitors even if the latter
meet the established certification criteria.

(iii) Closed process

Some programs could incorporate processes that limit the transparency of decision making and
restrict consultative input to domestic industries. Any criteria development process that is not
open and transparent could be criticized as a trade barrier, because foreign companies may not
properly understand the process or be able to adjust to meet pertinent requirements in a timely
way. As well, excluding foreign input to the public consultations involved in a criteria
development and review process would deny foreign companies the opportunity to influence the
decision on those parameters that are relevant to their operations.

While it may be argued that difficulties encountered by foreign suppliers in obtaining a label represent the
normal disadvantages of the exporter versus the domestic producer, certain aspects of labeling can add to
its potentially discriminatory effects, in particular against producers in developing countries. Possible
discriminatory effects can be attributed to a number of factors, including:

(i) labeling tends to be based on domestic environmental priorities and technologies in the importing
country and may overlook acceptable products and manufacturing processes in the country of
production;

(ii) labeling criteria often lack flexibility to reflect relevant local environmental conditions and
priorities in the country of production;

(iii) the definition of product categories, and the determination of criteria and limit values may favour
domestic over foreign producers;

(iv) criteria may be specified in terms of technology to which domestic firms have easier access or a
pre-existing advantage;

(v) foreign producers may be required to meet labeling criteria that are not relevant in the country of
production; thus, for example, technologies which have been developed to deal with pollutants
which are important in the importing country, but less important in the country of production,
would need to be imported if a firm wishes to qualify for a label;

(vi) environmental infrastructures may differ widely across countries (e.g. municipal waste water
treatment plants, solid waste treatment plants, recycling stations);

(vii) ensuring supplies of chemicals and other materials which are acceptable for use in labeled
products may be difficult for foreign producers, in particular in developing countries; and

(viii) certain parameters used to calculate the environmental impacts of products may be based on
information collected in the importing country or countries with comparable environmental
conditions, and may overestimate environmental impacts in the country of production. (For
example, parameters used to estimate the energy used in the manufacturing of products might not
reflect the conditions in the country of production)67.

Officials of both existing and new programs are acknowledging the international trade dimension, and
incorporating modifications and enhancements to better address this focus. Many national programs have

                                                       
67 Trade, Environment and Development: Aspects of Establishing and Operating Eco-labeling Programmes, United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development Secretariat, March 1995, page 6.
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made efforts to engage in international standardization efforts68, and/or have undertaken revisions to
incorporate international trade principals into their specific programs. As well, the programs have
increased efforts to exchange information on their respective programs’ features and criteria. For some,
these various “enhanced cooperation” efforts are being considered as initial steps towards mutual
recognition of other environmental labeling programs.

At the same time, international organizations (i.e. agencies and associations representing the
governmental, industrial and non-governmental sectors) are advocating and promoting sustainable
development principles and practises around the world. In this context, these organizations are
encouraging, and even lobbying for, enhanced cooperation among environmental programs, with the
expected and desired outcome of increased and constructive mutual recognition among the programs69.
Indeed, various mutual recognition efforts have actually been initiated in this area. These have generally
relied upon a base level of confidence and trust between programs, and been applied to testing and
verification, conformity assessment, and administrative procedures. Relevant MRAs have promoted
harmonization initiatives in program areas including the use of terms, selection of products, adoption of
criteria, and the measurement of environmental impacts. Some efforts have also been undertaken to
investigate and explore the possibility of achieving equivalency between different programs’
environmental criteria for specific products. [Examples are presented in the next section of this paper.]

These efforts have led to the recognition of several key issues relating to the design and implementation
of enhanced cooperation systems to facilitate mutual recognition among the programs. These issues,
relating primarily to the requirement of continuing to satisfy national needs, are:

(i) program credibility must be supported;
(ii) consumer values (cultural, environmental and societal) and ecosystem sensitivities must be

respected;
(iii) unnecessary trade restrictive effects should be avoided; and
(ix) simplicity of design and implementation of any system or approach for mutual recognition must

be sought.

Experience to date has also highlighted that a multilateral system will require a certain level of
negotiation, and that developing a series of bilateral arrangements could provide a practical starting point.
In other words, the experience gained and the structures developed in formulating the bilateral
arrangements could be invaluable in the subsequent development of a multilateral system.

SECTION 4: APPLICATIONS OF ENHANCED COOPERATION AND
MUTUAL RECOGNITION

The prevalence of market-based environmental labeling programs, which have similar goals and
objectives yet are operating in different jurisdictions, has lead to opportunities for various “enhanced
cooperation” and mutual recognition strategies to be considered, developed and adopted. For the purposes
of this paper, the expression - enhanced cooperation – refers to strategies and actions taken to facilitate,
or to increase the likelihood of, the implementation of mutual recognition arrangements and/or

                                                       
68 Environmental labeling officials from many countries have served as technical experts in the ISO Technical Committee 207
exercise to formulate and promulgate international “guiding principles” standards for environmental labeling programs and
initiatives.
69 For example, the central recommendation of a 1995 UNCTAD Working Group on Trade, Environment and Development
report was that governments and standards bodies should explore the scope for mutual recognition and equivalencies at an
appropriate level of environmental protection.
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agreements. While the actual achievement of mutual recognition may be uncertain in some circumstances,
these strategies and actions may still have very strong merits on their own.

In this regard, four such arrangements are presented in the Sections below. The approaches and measures
undertaken are potentially transferable to the business of coffee labeling.

4.1 CASE STUDY #1: ENHANCED COOPERATION BETWEEN ENERGY
PERFORMANCE LABELING PROGRAMS

Under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (and several amendments under other related pieces of
legislation) of the United States, the national Energy Guide Program has operated since 1979. The
primary purpose of the Act and of this Program is to “conserve energy by enabling consumers purchasing
appliances to compare the energy usage of competing models”. Energy Guide labels are required to be
placed on certain types of new home appliances for which energy costs can vary greatly based on
individual appliances’ construction and design. The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is responsible
for the format of the labels; the US Department of Energy (DOE) promulgates standardized test
procedures and minimum efficiency standards, and conducts a consumer education program to
complement the labeling program.

Under the Canadian Energy Efficiency Act and the corresponding Energy Efficiency Regulations, the
EnerGuide Labeling Program has been established and requires mandatory labeling of appliances within
selected appliance categories. The Canadian federal government department of Natural Resources Canada
(NRCan) manages and operates the Program; the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) is responsible
for developing relevant test procedures.

Given the similar objectives and requirements of the two programs, FTC, DOE and NRCan officials have
taken measures to pursue and implement cooperative arrangements. Various efforts have been undertaken
with the dual purposes of pursuing harmonization while at the same time facilitating mutual recognition.
These efforts have included:

(i) routine notification of, and consultation on the revision of label designs and content70;
(ii) consultation on the selection of new appliance categories for inclusion in the programs;
(iii) significant input to the establishment or revision of the other’s minimum efficiency standards

with a stated goal of possible harmonization; and
(iv) joint review and consideration of test performance standards with the intent to harmonize these to

the greatest extent possible.

With respect to commercial air conditioning units, the programs have actually achieved some degree of
mutual recognition through the acceptance of each other's test results due to harmonized test performance
standards. Mutual acceptance of certain testing agencies and facilities is also being pursued and
formalized. Program delivery officials recognize that this mutual recognition has improved operational
efficiencies and flexibilities by enabling appliances to be tested against both programs’ test standards
simultaneously, and/or at test facilities that are most convenient to the manufacturers71.

For the environmentally responsible coffee labeling industry, this example of identifying common
objectives and similar criteria considerations provides a useful model to be considered. The difference,
however, is that this bilateral cooperation is built upon mandatory measures, as opposed to the voluntary
nature of shade-grown coffee labels.

                                                       
70 Of note, a decision by Canadian program officials to revise the EnerGuide label, through adding a “performance scale”
graphic, was conveyed to US officials in advance, and replicated by them.
71 In a telephone interview, the Program Coordinator of the EnerGuide Program conveyed this view.
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4.2 CASE STUDY #2: ENHANCED COOPERATION BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL
CLAIMS VERIFICATION PROGRAMS

Around the world, several governments are designing and implementing voluntary environmental
technology verification programs to assist in fostering the growth and marketability of the environment
industry both domestically and internationally72. In North America, programs have been launched by the
Canadian federal government department of Environment Canada, the California Environmental
Protection Agency, the New Jersey Corporation for Advanced Technology, and the US Environmental
Protection Agency. These programs share the goal of expanding and accelerating the acceptance of
environmental technologies by domestic and international customers and environmental regulators.

Basically, these programs provide third party assessment and validation of environmental technology
suppliers’ performance claims. When a claim is validated, the pertinent business is entitled to identify and
promote such verification in its marketing activities. For example, under the Canadian Environmental
Technology Verification (ETV) Program, a business with a successfully validated claim is provided an
“ETV Verification Certificate”, a fact sheet defining conditions of performance, and a summary report
prepared by independent experts.

Besides seeking and securing domestic recognition of the programs and their “performance validation”
labels, officials of these programs have implemented measures to facilitate and pursue mutual
recognition. Specifically, bilateral “memoranda of understanding” have been executed between the
programs that commit them to exchanging information on verification process and procedure, and
working towards “reciprocity” between their programs. In terms of content and text, strong similarities
are being incorporated by design, with the expectation that these bilateral agreements may be replaced or
supplemented by a multilateral agreement between interested parties.

In practical terms, this has led to the Canadian and California programs jointly and simultaneously
undertaking a “pilot verification” of a specific environmental technology product under the programs’
two verification testing procedures. This pilot has helped program officials begin to gain “mutual
confidence” in each other’s processes and capabilities, while allowing the pertinent technology supplier to
undergo only one session of “verification testing” in order to save time and money. A clear intent is to
replicate this “dual verification process” when a similar demand for multiple “performance validation”
labels is sought.

However, as was the case with the energy performance labeling discussed above (under Case Study #1),
these claims verification programs are also collaborating on efforts to produce a list of mutually
acceptable test standards and facilities for the different types of technologies which may be addressed.
Such mutual recognition of test standards and facilities will enable programs to undertake tests on behalf
of each other. This arrangement, when testing is more appropriately undertaken in another program’s
jurisdiction, and/or there is a desire to have testing undertaken to validate claims under several programs’
protocols, should reduce program delivery resource requirements and costs to applicants, and accelerate
the verification(s) of the claims.

In assessing the applicability of strategies adopted by these programs to the coffee labeling industry, it is
noteworthy that while the programs have different protocols, procedures and overall requirements,
program representatives have found it constructive to consult and collaborate on strategies relating to their

                                                       
72 In this regard, other countries which are pursuing the establishment of verification programs include: Mexico, the People’s
Republic of China, South Korea, Australia, Indonesia, Israel, the Netherlands, Singapore, Spain, Taiwan, and several Central and
South American countries. Officials from these other countries are consulting with officials representing the American and
Canadian program in order to design their programs to be comparable to the existing North American programs. Besides the
simple logic of this approach, it also is being followed in order to potentially enable mutual recognition arrangements in the
future.
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respective programs. The specific strategy of identifying mutually acceptable testing and verification
entities is of particular note, as it could be a useful strategy for coffee labellers to also pursue. Lastly,
program officials clearly have concluded that establishing mutual recognition arrangements between the
programs should provide greater credibility and appeal for each program. This is an important perspective
for coffee labellers to consider.

4.3 CASE STUDY #3: ENHANCED COOPERATION ACTIVITIES OF AN
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS

The Global Ecolabeling Network (GEN) is a non-profit association of “ecolabeling” organizations from
around the world. Ecolabeling is the implementation of a "Type I environmental labeling program", as
defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The ISO definition is: "a voluntary,
multiple-criteria-based third party program that awards a license which authorizes the use of
environmental labels on products indicating overall environmental preferability of a product within a
particular product category based on life cycle considerations”73.

GEN was founded in 1994 to improve, promote, and develop the ecolabeling of products and services.
GEN fosters information exchange among its members, dissemination of information to the public, and
longer-term harmonization of ecolabeling programs, as appropriate. In addition, GEN represents the
interests of ecolabeling in various international forums, and provides information and technical assistance
to developing programs. Membership is intended for ecolabeling organizations that share GEN’s
objectives and meet basic criteria. Finally, much of the information collected in GEN’s programs and
many of GEN’s meetings on ecolabeling topics are open to the public.

GEN’s enhanced cooperation efforts, in pursuit of mutual recognition, have been at four levels:

(i) general initiatives and activities;
(ii) framework for enhanced cooperation and mutual recognition;
(iii) implementation strategy for the framework; and
(iv) preliminary consideration of a multilateral mutual recognition arrangement for the awarding of

ecolabels relating to photocopier equipment.

4.3.1 General Initiatives and Activities

Specific GEN activities, that contribute to enhanced cooperation between members and other
stakeholders, include:

(i) collection, compilation and provision of information on ecolabeling programs including their
product criteria, and relevant reports through a library system and the GEN home page -
www.gen.gr.jp - on the Internet World Wide Web;

(ii) participation in ecolabeling activities of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and
others;

(iii) development and dissemination of position papers and analyses on such issues as ecolabeling and
trade, harmonization of programs, etc.;

(iv) conducting a technical assistance program to assist programs under development or revision;
(v) information exchange among members with regard to setting criteria, marketing, green

                                                       
73 International Standard ISO 14024: Environmental labels and declarations - Type I environmental labeling - Principles and
procedures [ISO 14024:1999(E)].
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procurement, etc.;
(vi) producing and publishing a quarterly newsletter providing pertinent, up-to-date information;
(vii) staging an Annual Meeting of members and invitees;
(viii) conducting workshops on various ecolabeling strategies and issues; and
(ix) preparation, adoption and implementation of a system for potential mutual recognition (see

below).

4.3.2 Framework for Enhanced Cooperation and Mutual Recognition

A major activity area for GEN has been the preparation and adoption of a framework for potential mutual
recognition74, and corresponding development of an implementation strategy/system for the framework.
The framework, which was originally contemplated at the 1997 GEN Annual Meeting, incorporates the
following four steps:

Step 1:  Cooperation and interchange of information, including policy objectives;
Step 2:  Mutual confidence is established;
Step 3:  Mutual recognition of testing and verification is established; and
Step 4:  Analysis of environmental criteria leading to mutual recognition.

The creation of the GEN itself and its various mechanisms already play a role in information exchange
(Step 1). The approach requires a set of guiding principles (Step 2), the development of a system of
equivalency and mutual recognition (Steps 3 & 4), and an appropriate means for implementation.
However, it should be recognized that full equivalence or harmonization of criteria will not always be
possible or desirable, and that a system of enhanced cooperation may not always be able to include the
fourth step. Nonetheless, most of the elements of this approach are not new and can be found in the
multilateral and bilateral work already underway in various fora and on a variety of subject matters.

Step 1: Cooperation and Interchange of Information

The first step of any cooperative relationship, be it multilateral or bilateral, is the exchange of basic
information on the operation of the programs. This should include policy objectives, existing product
criteria, product selection and criteria development methodologies and marketing strategies. In order to
proceed beyond this first step, there needs to be a level of comfort and compatibility between the
programs involved.

Step 2: Mutual Confidence

The second step, establishing mutual confidence, is a prerequisite for implementing a bilateral or
multilateral “Enhanced Cooperation Agreement”. In order for any program to accept the results of another
program, be it verification, testing or environmental criteria, some common standards of behaviour need
to be in place. The GEN has adopted ISO 14024 as a “Code of Good Practice” to guide program
development, operation and management. This Code defines the principles for how “responsible”
ecolabeling programs should operate, while respecting the need for individual program flexibility,
criteria, and national or regional environmental values and priorities.

Programs must be able to demonstrate compliance with the GEN Code of Good Practice in order to
consider participation in mutual recognition with other programs. This compliance will be self declared,

                                                       
74 This section is based significantly on the contents of a GEN Discussion Paper - Global Ecolabeling Network Discussion
Paper on Enhanced Cooperation – that was prepared by TerraChoice Environmental Services Inc. (the authors of this paper).
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but will be evaluated by potential enhanced cooperation partners after the exchange of information stage
(Step 1) has been satisfied. In essence, programs will need to be comfortable and confident that entering
into any cooperative relationships with other ecolabeling programs will not damage their credibility.

Step 3: Mutual Recognition of Testing and Verification

Once the first two stages have resulted in mutual confidence between programs, the important step of
mutual recognition of testing, assessment and verification can be established. Normally, this means that if
a product meets an importing country’s ecolabeling requirements, and has been verified by an exporting
country’s ecolabeling program as meeting those requirements, further verification would not be required
and the related costs avoided. This approach applies whether or not the exporting country’s environmental
criteria are similar to the importing country’s program requirements. This could provide a substantial
economic incentive for a manufacturer or distributor to get such a product certified.

Step 4: Analysis of Environmental Criteria

The fourth step in the process is the analysis of participating country programs’ environmental criteria. In
the area of ecolabeling, there are two types of environmental criteria:

(i) those that relate to the product’s use and disposal; and
(ii) those that relate to the product’s manufacture, but whose impacts are not transferred at the use or

disposal stages of the product’s life cycle (i.e. non-product related PPM’s).

While it is unlikely that participating programs will accept products that meet different product-related
environmental requirements as equivalent, there is an opportunity to treat the PPM question in a different
manner. Dealing with PPMs in any ecolabeling cooperation agreement poses a number of challenges. The
system must be flexible in order to deal with different products, values and marketplaces. It should also
allow for environmental priorities to differ from program to program and rely on equivalency of
environmental requirements where it can be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and be acceptable from the
perspective of program credibility.

Consequently, this process incorporates the consideration of several interpretations of “equivalency” (as
outlined earlier in the paper) to address different circumstances. While “equality of measure” (i.e.
absolutely the same) is the approach generally required for environmental criteria related to a product’s
use and disposal, several “equality of result” interpretations could be applied in addressing different non-
product-related PPM requirements of participating programs, including:

(i) results derived from measurement methods of the same parameter could be considered equivalent
because the test methods correlate well. For example, biodegradability could be measured by the
Sturm test or the OECD test;

(ii) different levels of the same parameter that have similar environmental impact. For example,
different levels of acid deposition in different ecosystems could have the same effect depending
on the buffering capacity of the receiving environment;

(iii) different parameters could have similar environmental impacts. For example, AOX as a measure
of the effects of chlorine bleaching in paper production and actual measurement of ecosystem
impacts could be deemed equivalent; and

(iv) different parameters with different environmental impacts but similar in significance. For
example, the effect of air quality and water quality in different countries will be different, but
may be deemed equivalent in significance.
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Only the first interpretation of “equality of result” should be used in application to product-related
requirements; however, all of the interpretations may be used in regard to the evaluation of equivalency of
non-product-related PPM’s.

4.3.3 Implementation Strategy for the Framework

A system which corresponds to the framework described in Section 4.3.2 has been designed to operate on
an “as needed” basis. Its application involves a process that can be applied when exporters (or importers)
want to have foreign products ecolabelled by an ecolabeling program. The process takes into account
situations where either one or both (exporting and importing) countries have ecolabeling programs, and is
designed to allow for the application of equivalency and mutual recognition in either case.

Three key features of the strategy are:

(i) the establishment of mutual respect and confidence in the situation where two ecolabeling
programs are in place;

(ii) the establishment of acceptable and agreed upon means to determine equivalency of PPM
requirements (e.g. implementation of “expert panels” to review and advise); and,

(iii) the receiving country program retaining authority over related decisions.

To date, several ecolabeling programs, which are GEN members, have developed and implemented
bilateral pilot agreements through the use of this system (see Case Study #4 below), while others have
been encouraged to get engaged. There is some interest among GEN members to develop a general
agreement for a multilateral system of enhanced cooperation. A view is that this multilateral system could
be automatically employed when ecolabeling programs join the GEN.

4.3.4 Mutual Recognition Arrangement for Photocopier Equipment

An interesting exercise is currently underway to consider the merits and means of implementing a mutual
recognition arrangement for photocopiers. One option would allow mutual recognition of test results
against “common criteria”. An alternative would be to enable photocopier equipment to undergo a single
certification process in order to be eligible to display ecolabels of multiple programs.

The original exercise was initiated last year with the purpose of reviewing and comparing existing
ecolabeling standards (criteria and compliance verification processes) of various GEN members for
photocopiers. While some programs were contemplating revisions and enhancements to their existing
standards, others were seeking guidance for developing their own standards within their respective
programs. However, through information exchange (Step 1), participants recognized some strong
similarities between the different programs’ standards. In terms of ecolabeling criteria, the existing
standards shared some identical criteria, other criteria that could be perceived as “equivalent”, and some
criteria unique to individual programs. At the same time, testing and verification requirements were found
to be somewhat similar (but not identical).

At this point, a collective decision was taken to collaborate on the consideration and development of a set
of “shared criteria” and a process that would enable compliance verification under “equivalent”, but not
harmonized, testing and verification processes and procedures. Based on the information exchange which
had already occurred, the establishment of “mutual confidence” (Step 2) had been initiated. Further
consideration of each other’s criteria and verification processes led to a proposal that certain criteria could
be collaboratively developed and adopted by interested programs (Step 4). Individual programs would
likely still have their own additional, program-specific criteria. In terms of the compliance verification
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component, a general position taken was (and remains) that further investigation and comparison of
verification processes and facilities is necessary before “equivalencies” can be determined and accepted
(Step 3).

With work continuing, the desired outcome is to implement a system that enables testing of products
against “common criteria” (and perhaps even other programs’ criteria) by one program to be accepted by
the other programs.

An interesting alternative that is also being given some consideration (i.e. a “discussion paper” on its
merits and feasibility is being prepared), is the formulation and multilateral approval of a common
“standard” that would involve a single set of environmental criteria and testing and verification
requirements. The objective would not be to force absolute harmonization, but to combine national
programs’ criteria into a single comprehensive set of criteria, while also incorporating the individual
programs’ respective testing and verifications processes and procedures. If deemed feasible and worth
pursuing, both flexibility and “equivalency” aspects would need to be negotiated and built into the final
“standard”. Numerous administrative and logistical challenges would also need to be worked out.
However, for photocopier manufacturers and suppliers, such a “one-stop shopping” arrangement could be
very attractive in terms of resource (time and money) savings.

This exercise is focusing on photocopier standards at this time, but is being viewed as a pilot for
developing a process that could be replicated for other appropriate products (or services).

4.3.5 Application to Coffee Labeling

While ecolabeling and coffee labeling schemes contrast in scope, focuses and approaches, considerable
direction and strategy in exploring and pursuing mutual recognition arrangements among participants is
transferable. Within this case study, the four-step approach should be easily transferable to coffee
labeling.

4.4 CASE STUDY #4: MUTUAL RECOGNITION AGREEMENTS BETWEEN
ECOLABELING PROGRAMS

Based significantly upon the framework and the general strategy and system for implementation outlined
under Case Study #3, a series of three bilateral “enhanced cooperation/mutual recognition” agreements
have been implemented between the Canadian Environmental Choice Program (ECP), the American
Green Seal program, and the Republic of China/Taiwanese Green Mark program. (A “generic version” of
the agreement text is attached to this paper as Annex 2.) These agreements have been drafted to be quite
similar, which allows the possibility of a three-party agreement in the future.

Key features of these agreements include:

(i) compliance by the ecolabeling programs with the GEN Code of Conduct and the ISO 14024
guiding principles is recognized as establishing the necessary mutual confidence in each other’s
programs and processes, and the basis for mutual recognition;

(ii) if similar parameters are measured using different techniques, these different test methods are to
be evaluated to determine whether some correlation exists upon which to base equivalency; and

(iii) if PPM requirements are different between countries, an option is provided for an expert panel to
be established and tasked to assess and advise on relative environmental values. While such a
panel would normally be comprised of national experts, the possibility could exist for appropriate
foreign experts to also participate.
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For a product made in a foreign country whose manufacturer or distributor is seeking an ecolabel from an
importing country ecolabeling program, the following decision making process is applied by the
importing country program:

(i) Can the manufacturer of the product in question demonstrate compliance with local
environmental, health and safety laws and regulations (including legal requirements at all relevant
levels of government)?

(ii) Does the exported product meet the requirements (related to the product’s use and disposal) of the
ecolabeling program in the importing country?

(iii) Does the product meet the non-product-related requirements of the importing country ecolabeling
program? If not, can the product’s PPM performance be deemed to be equivalent to the
requirements of the ecolabeling program?

(iv) Do both programs have criteria for the product category in question and is it ecolabelled by the
exporting country program?

The answers to these questions lead to four possible outcomes:

(i) an ecolabel cannot be awarded by the program in the importing country;
(ii) an ecolabel may be awarded, but the product must meet all of the program’s requirements (i.e. no

equivalency);
(iii) verification of importing country program requirements can be done by the exporting country

program; or
(iv) an ecolabel is awarded on the basis of mutual recognition.

To date, and in practice, several North American and Asian producers have benefited from being able to
receive an ecolabel under outcome #3, accelerating the verification period and reducing relevant costs. In
several instances, the particular agreement between the ECP and Green Seal has guided the acceptance of
each other’s test results, eliminating the need for re-testing or reducing the extent of testing required to
secure a second ecolabel for the North American market place. While no ecolabels have been awarded
under outcome #4, these agreements combined with collaboration on the development and review of
certain product-specific criteria, make this outcome a future possibility.

In contemplating enhanced cooperation and mutual recognition initiatives, a key decision for coffee
labellers is whether efforts should be on a bilateral or multilateral basis. Regardless of the decision, the
arrangements and efforts identified in this case study can provide good guidance.

4.5 CASE STUDY SUMMARY

While motivations, scale and other aspects vary among the case studies / initiatives identified above, the
general approach identified and discussed under Initiative #3 seems to have been utilized, to a fair degree,
in all four initiatives. As elaborated upon in the last section of this paper, this approach could be adopted
in the specialty coffee industry in order to advance and enhance environmentally responsible coffee
production and marketing efforts.
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SECTION 5: ENHANCED COOPERATION WITHIN COFFEE LABELING:
KEY CONSIDERATIONS

While earlier sections illustrate that enhanced cooperation and mutual recognition efforts have merit and
are applicable in the broad international trade arena, and with respect to certain types of environmental
labeling initiatives, it is important to focus on the merits of such efforts in the environmental labeling of
coffee. In assessing their applicability, it is appropriate to identify relevant developments and significant
challenges to be overcome with particular relevance to shade-grown coffee and related eco-labeling
schemes.

5.1 REASONS FOR PURSUING ENHANCED COOPERATION AND MUTUAL
RECOGNITION

Some within industry argue that enhanced cooperation / mutual recognition efforts for coffee are either
inappropriate or premature at this point. This view is more prevalent among those involved in
commercial, for-profit labeling schemes, who may be participating on a "test market" basis, or are
focused predominantly on short term economic benefits. They emphasize that environmental labeling
initiatives are still in the formative or early establishment stages, and are mainly focused within select
local markets and/or at fairly small and particular niches of the specialty coffee sector. Their resulting
stance is that efforts should first be made to enhance the market presence and influence of the current and
independent initiatives. Only once these schemes are more entrenched, they argue,  should consideration
be given to directing attention and resources to building broader industry cooperation and cohesion.

On the other hand, many stakeholders (labeling organizations and proponents) have expressed the opinion
that it is timely and necessary for labeling interests to initiate measures to cooperate and build cohesion.
In support of this position, various reasons have been forwarded for promoting, supporting and
participating in such efforts.

With a common criticism being this sub-sector's "fragmentation" and inadequate information exchange
between participants, the pursuit of enhanced cooperation can play a significant role in formalizing,
consolidating, and broadening information exchange between stakeholders and with other interested
parties. Direct benefits should include: savings in time and effort required of individual participants to
identify, monitor and investigate significant developments; more consistent, frequent and pro-active
information sharing; and an expanded information base available to all interested parties.

The achievement of mutual confidence and recognition among the diverse labeling programs should lead
to increased perceptions of sub-sector-wide credibility, legitimacy and consistency from the perspectives
of both participants and observers. Perceived cohesion can move such environmental labeling more into
the mainstream as an established consumer information/marketing tool (as “certified organic” labels have
become in the broader agricultural and food products sector).

The forming of “alliances” should enable the labeling entities (both commercial and NGO) to respond to
challenges with greater "clout" and in a unified manner. In this regard, while general reaction to
“environmentally responsible”75 coffee labels and production processes have been positive or neutral, it is
noteworthy that there is possible strong opposition from entities whose own initiatives and activities are
directly counter to sustainable coffee interests. On the Thanksgiving Coffee Company’s Internet web

                                                       
75 This term is used in this section to categorize labels that address one or several environmental aspects, including: organic,
shade-grown, bird friendly, sustainable practices, etc. “Sustainable” is not used, because the focus of the section excludes
consideration of fair-trade aspects.
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site76, several of these international "opponents" are identified, including: timber companies; chemical
companies that market pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers; lending institutions and national
governments that are advocating and supporting "technified" coffee production processes; and large
retailers of “regular” coffees or other types of specialty coffees.

The formation of alliances should also be useful in, and give greater effect to, such activities as: refining
definitions for concepts such as "shade-grown" and “sustainable”; providing coordinated “expert” input to
regulatory and broader agricultural industry efforts to develop international and national "organic”
definitions and standards; addressing and responding to "trade community" pressures for standardization,
etc. Lastly, alliances based on mutual respect and confidence should also aid in differentiating and
distancing “responsible” initiatives from “irresponsible” and/or suspicious ones.

In the pursuit of mutual recognition arrangements, labeling organizations could acquire a greater
understanding of and appreciation for other initiatives, and receive valuable peer review relating to their
own initiatives. Further, labeling officials will be able to compare experiences, and discuss strategies and
activities which have worked and those which have not. In this way, they can also collaboratively
formulate strategies to address common and arising challenges.

Enhanced cooperation initiatives may also serve as a good means to coordinate and involve appropriate
stakeholders in the exploration and contemplation of overlap between shade grown and organic coffee
labeling requirements, and could facilitate a systematic consideration of broader “sustainable coffee”
requirements. While harmonization of criteria and certification/verification requirements and procedures
is improbable, determining “equivalencies” in these areas can be explored, negotiated, and possibly
achieved.

For parties interested in securing and using multiple labels, any mutual recognition arrangements relating
to certification and verification procedures and organizations, should reduce relevant costs (money and
time). In turn, this should decrease any possible premium charge to consumers that would have to be
applied to cover such costs; thus keeping multi-labeled coffees relatively more price-competitive.

5.2 FAVOURABLE SCENARIOS: WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN?

As stated above, while many initiatives exist or are underway relating to the sustainable coffee
movement, a key weakness is the fragmented nature and lack of coordination. As suggested in the
Consumer’s Choice Council publication – Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, the sustainable coffee
movement needs:

"…an honest broker that can bring the various initiatives and stakeholders to the same table. This
broker…could help create a sustained coffee network to facilitate communication, information-
sharing and possible coordination between the initiatives. It could support the movement with data
collection and research in areas identified by the stakeholders themselves. It could also establish
mechanisms for collecting and disseminating information and analyzing policy developments
impacting coffee."77

Other possible events and activities could impact on the advancement of environmentally responsible
coffee production and marketing. By extension, these events and activities could positively influence
either the demand for, or supply of eligible coffees and corresponding environmental labels. Such events
and activities could include:

                                                       
76 Refer to www.thanksgivingcoffee.com/insider_shadepol1.html  – Thanksgiving Coffee – CEO Insider: Politics of Shade
Coffee 1.
77 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads: A Report to The Consumer’s Choice Council, page 133.
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(i) consumer demand:
- consumer awareness of, and interest in, environmentally responsible coffees increases;
- consumer demand grows in currently established (local) markets, but also on a broad

scale (nationally and internationally);
- consumers, through their purchases, demonstrate a willingness to pay a premium for such

coffees, whether organically-certified or otherwise identified as environmentally
preferable; and

- consumer surveys provide useful and consistent feedback on consumer expectations and
considerations relating to "environmentally labeled" coffees.

(ii) marketplace:
- existing and new labeling initiatives gain legitimacy and credibility on their own merits;
- market demand studies conclude that there is real potential growth for labeled,

environmentally responsible products (and possibly provide actual estimates of this
potential);

- substantial pressure arises, from various stakeholders, for more consistent use of such
terms as: "organic", "shade-grown", "sustainable" (and/or other relevant terminology);
and

- business chains (i.e. retailers, coffee houses, specialty stores, distributors, etc.) begin
carrying and promoting environmentally responsible coffees on a broader scale and at
significant volume levels78, thus generating significant demand for more product.

(iii) industry:
- commercial labellers express and demonstrate greater willingness to collaborate/co-

operate with others to explore and pursue common interests (e.g. consumer marketing
and awareness campaigns), and to commit resources (time and money) to work towards
mutual recognition.

(iv) regulatory sector:
- the USDA National Organic Program moves forward with organic regulations

established; and
- pressure is intensified and exerted on North American and European organic certification

authorities and organizations to establish some form of mutual recognition.

(v) international trade sector:
- pressures mount and intensify for cooperation and "harmonization" among agricultural

environmental labeling initiatives on standards and participation requirements.

(vi) government support and stimulation:
- reversal or off-setting of agricultural and tax policies in place which support “technified”

coffee production;
- funding and educational assistance for farmers to adopt and implement environmentally

responsible techniques and to undergo verification/labeling;
- farmers provided with financial incentives, access to credit, and community development

assistance (e.g. help to establish cooperatives to process and market environmentally
responsible coffee);

- assistance in case of crop failure is committed;

                                                       
78 Of note, Starbucks officials committed in 1999 to begin offering such coffees, provided financial support for Conservation
International’s shade-coffee project in Chiapas, Mexico, and were to have begun offering the Chiapas shade coffee in their stores
as of August 1999.
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- environmentally responsible techniques and labeling becomes an issue for discussion and
action by the Association of Coffee Producing Countries (ACPC) and/or other multi-
governmental organizations;

- pertinent officials participate in international fora attempting to develop harmonized
definitions, and/or provide support for representation of producers’ interests;

- (continuing) research and demonstration in this field is supported;
- national merits and successes are promoted internationally to increase awareness and

demand; and
- better pricing for applicable coffee products (i.e. greater financial incentives for farmers

to grow and label) is negotiated.

(vii) international institutional support and promotion:
- numerous successful community development, research and development, technical

assistance, market development, and other types of projects are financed and/or
implemented by a number of international institutions and agencies including the Global
Environmental Facility, International Financial Corporation, the World Bank, the Inter-
American Development Bank, the United Nations Development Program, the United
Nations Environment Program, the Inter-American Foundation, USAID, and others; and

- CEC-sponsored, community-based projects79 succeed in nurturing the development of the
shade-grown coffee markets for relevant Mexican coffee producers.

(viii) non-governmental organizations:
- Conservation International, along with other international, national and regional NGO’s,

provide valuable technical assistance and support for relevant developmental,
environmental, and social programs and projects to aid the coffee producers,
cooperatives, and importers.

5.3 MAJOR CHALLENGES

There seems to be both a general desire and movement to undertake concerted efforts to advance the
environmental labeling of coffee, and its related positive impacts. Nevertheless, it is important to
recognize several significant challenges that will need to be addressed in the implementation of
cooperative measures aimed at achieving mutual recognition. These key challenges include:

(i) lack of universally accepted or understood definitions for core terms such as “shade-grown or
shade coffee”, “sustainable coffee”, and others;

(ii) many “shade coffee” marketers are using unsubstantiated / unverified claims;
(iii) conflicting scientific and environmental arguments for promoting "organic" versus "shade-

grown" versus "bird-friendly" versus others;
(iv) current "politics" of coffee production and export which predominantly favour “technified”

coffee;
(v) recognition of varying levels of environmental appropriateness of different production techniques

in different applications, regions, ecosystems;
(vi) uncertainty about the potential growth and longevity of the environmentally responsible coffee

labeling industry due to such factors as:
- consumer willingness to pay (or continue to pay) a price premium is uncertain;

                                                       
79 According to an August 1999 Business and Environment article, through its North American Fund for Environmental
Cooperation, CEC is contributing funding to a Montreal-based NGO which is to encourage importers, roasters, retailers and
consumers to purchase fairly traded and environmentally sound coffee from Mexico, and also contributing funding to
Conservation International to help that NGO assist traditional shade coffee farmers in the Chiapas region to “develop the means
to participate in the international market”.
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- willingness and ability of coffee farmers to (continue to) grow “shade” and/or “organic”;
- consumer demand for other coffee options - e.g. specialty/gourmet coffees, lower price

"premium" blends, etc.; and
(vii) a history of disunity with current debate between and among “shade coffee” and “organic coffee”

proponents regarding the relative merits of different existing environmental labeling criteria and
processes.

SECTION 6: STRATEGIES FOR PURSUING MUTUAL RECOGNITION

6.1 ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

A position forwarded in the Consumer’s Choice Council (CCC) publication – Sustainable Coffee at the
Crossroads, and supported by many other industry players and observers, is that environmental labeling
of coffee will evolve, resulting in the development of a “common set of standards”. This common set of
standards, in addressing the interrelated issues corresponding to organic, shade-grown (and fair trade)
concepts, will incorporate comprehensive criteria in order to identify coffee that is both ecologically and
socially responsible, economically viable, and is itself a marketable product to the industry80. Based on
stakeholder feedback, the following conclusion is drawn:

“[T]here appears to be unmet demand in the industry for certified coffees that embody a rich,
scientifically rigorous and commercially marketable definition of sustainability. If Eco-OK is the
“low-bar” seal for sustainable coffee, the closest approximation to a “high-bar” alternative at the
present would be the combination of organic, shade and Fair Trade certification – “triple-labeling”
– on the same package or bin of coffee. Neither of these two alternatives is ideal, and neither have
been on the store shelves long enough to be able to adequately evaluate their performance or
predict their future.”81

The Vice-president of Quality Assurance International (QAI) has provided the following perspective on
this evolution to a common set of standards:

“The idea of new “sustainable” coffee seals …which target producers who farm with managed
shade systems..is a fine concept….[T]he strength of the organic movement, however, is that its
standards and procedures have been tested over the years and are government regulated, meaning
they have been honed and polished to a certain level. Newer seals…will take time to perfect and
implement, and even longer to gain the confidence of consumers.”82

In Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, five possible future scenarios for sustainable coffee labeling,
which are not necessarily exclusive, are presented83 below.

1. Current Path of Co-existing (and Competing) Labels Continues

This scenario is identified as a possibility if initiatives to enhance and combine existing labeling schemes
are not successful or avoided. However, some industry participants view this scenario, especially in the
longer term, as unacceptable. For example, a coffee buyer for Allegro Coffee has the following opinion:

                                                       
80 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 104.
81 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 117.
82 “Making Sense of Sustainability, Part II”, in “Fresh Cup Magazine”. (reproduced on Internet Web site –
www.freshcup.com/almanac/sustain2.html)
83 This section of the paper just highlights several aspects of each proposed scenario. The CCC report provides a much more
thorough and comprehensive discussion of these future options.
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“I think the worse thing that could happen in terms of the consumer would be to have a coffee
package that’s littered with five or six different seals”.84

2. Addition or Expansion of Criteria Within Existing Labeling Initiatives

Under this scenario, a “common set of standards” might be achieved through the expansion or evolution
of an existing label initiative to more comprehensively and formally include the multiple factors of
sustainability. The continued development of shade criteria by diverse groups is viewed as encouraging,
as is the non-explicit inclusion of shade criteria into organic standards. The enhancement of organic
certification criteria is most often suggested, given that the organic labels are more established and
consistent in the market place.

In support of this option, a representative of an organic coffee roaster has the following opinion:

"I'd love to see one overall "environmentally responsible" (ER) label and certification process.
(It's getting difficult to fit all the labels on the bag!)  Let's expand the organic certification process
to include a guaranteed "fair-trade" price, and the requirement to protect the natural flora.”85

A representative of the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center has the following, similar opinion:

“Because the infrastructure and markets already exist, I would argue that all efforts should be
made to broaden the issues approached in organic certification. When shade management is fully
incorporated into organic certification using a graded classification system, then these coffees can
be promoted to the larger potential markets concerned with such issues as bird conservation.”86

It is noteworthy that QAI and SMBC officials have initiated cooperative activities with the purpose of
creating an "organic+" label.

 3. New Super-seal for Sustainable Coffee is Developed

A new “super” label, which would address shade and organic (as well as fair trade) factors, would
produce economies of scale for inspections and administration, compared with two or three separate
labels. Such a new, more comprehensive sustainability label could also present a more attractive funding
target for foundations and development agencies. The new seal could also be designed specifically for
coffee in order to avoid perceived problems faced by organic certifiers of multiple products.

In support of this option, a view offered by one retailer is:

“…an overall logo with promotion of what exactly it stands for, promoted in the mainstream of consumers,
would greatly increase the value of  environmentally/socially responsible coffee"87.

To strengthen buy-in of a broader group of stakeholders, development of the new program could involve
as broad and comprehensive a group of stakeholders as possible, and incorporate greater producer
participation in the standards development. Sets of standards from other programs could be adopted in

                                                       
84 “Making Sense of Sustainability, Part II”, in “Fresh Cup Magazine”. (reproduced on Internet Web site –
www.freshcup.com/almanac/sustain2.html)
85 This was a quote contained in an email message to the authors of this paper.
86 “Making Sense of Sustainability, Part II”, in “Fresh Cup Magazine”. (reproduced on Internet Web site –
www.freshcup.com/almanac/sustain2.html)
87 This was a quote contained in an email message to the authors of this paper.
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large blocks. Nevertheless, any new seal would likely have to compete with the existing labels and/or the
organic certifiers.

Obstacles have also been suggested, including: the history of disunity between labelers; a sense that most
labelers are too invested in their own ventures and would prefer to compete; major funding would likely
be required for this undertaking; and a single new labeling regime might include too many producers88.

Nevertheless, an existing model for the nature and extent of criteria that could be adopted is the
Rainforest Alliance's Eco-OK label requirements.

Another possible model could be the recently prepared Canadian Environmental Choice Program
(ecolabeling) certification criteria for coffee. In response to a request by a Canadian coffee
importer/distributor, ECP officials have formulated a set of certification criteria, and verified compliance
through an audit of the production site in Costa Rica. A copy of the pertinent certification criteria
document is attached, for reference, as Annex 3 to this paper.

4. Umbrella Structure Developed to Embrace Existing Initiatives

Under this scenario, existing programs would retain their identities, but join a formal association that
would dictate and oversee the combination of seals displayed on pertinent coffee packaging. Some argue
that it could be a way to publicly recognize shade as an additional feature of the basic organic
certification. This structure could also have broader impact and be more inclusive than other options that
incorporate “all-or-nothing” criteria.

Existing seals would probably still appear on a coffee package along with the umbrella seal. The umbrella
seal would have its own series of requirements that could include the requirement to satisfy labeling
requirements of various existing seals. Suggested graphic presentations for such an umbrella seal include:
a pie chart, a star system (perhaps with one star for each of the concepts of shade, organic and Fair
Trade), a table or report card, joint accreditation logos of relevant bodies (such as IFOAM, FLO, etc.),
and others.

Supporters of this option point out that it would not require competition with the existing labels, or even
require dramatic changes to these labels. Others suggest that this umbrella structure, because it would
probably involve selection of already accredited labels for inclusion in the scheme, would simply be a
double accreditation of seals already accredited by an existing system. The Thanksgiving Coffee
Company's "Just Cup" points system, while developed to address in-house sourcing policies, could serve
as a useful model for an industry-wide scheme.

The formation of a new body to oversee this scheme, an Agriculture Stewardship Council whose criteria
could be formulated through the cooperation of the existing major accreditation bodies, has also been
suggested.

5. Other Alternatives (Label based or Non-label based)

The development and implementation of a voluntary “Code of Conduct” is a possible development. Other
initiatives, that could occur irrespective of, or in parallel with labeling developments, might involve:
community development projects, scientific research and technology projects, importer-grower
partnerships, and industry sourcing policies (e.g. the Thanksgiving Coffee’s “Just Cup” points system).

                                                       
88 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 7.
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This paper is not intended to assess or debate the merits of environmental labeling options for the future,
but to provide suggestions for strategies and approaches to proceed which incorporate enhanced
cooperation and mutual recognition concepts.

6.2 SUGGESTED AREAS FOR INITIAL EFFORTS

Based on the current market and industry conditions and dynamics, six initiatives are suggested for
consideration and potential implementation.

6.2.1 Suggestion 1: Establishment of a Labellers' Network / Alliance

The staging of the "Experts' Workshop on Mexican Shade-Grown Coffee" provides a good opportunity to
begin planning and initiate the formation of a labellers' network/alliance. The Global Ecolabeling
Network (GEN), which is described earlier in this report, provides a good model for this network. Such a
Network could be useful in terms of:

"…facilitat[ing] greater coordination and mutual assistance between initiatives around operations,
inspections, marketing and fundraising. Greater coordination could help avoid the possibility of
consumer confusion from seal proliferation. Joint inspections could create cost efficiencies.
Pooled resources in a given geographical campaign, for instance, could lead to a larger impact on
consumer awareness. Ultimately, such a network could lay the groundwork for the development of
an eventual super-seal or umbrella seal".89

Key issues for consideration in the formation of such a network include:

(i) Should it be a multi-stakeholder network, or should a labellers-only network be initiated at this
time?

(ii) How can "Fair Trade" proponents participate in the membership in a meaningful way? or should
the focus be on environmental labels only?

(iii) Is there an organization or agency that could and would "broker" such an arrangement?
(iv) If a labellers' network is to be established that will include "organic", "shade", and other types of

environmental labels, should it be established as a new and autonomous organization, or would it
be appropriate/useful to have it directly affiliated with the SCAA, OCA, and/or some other
established association(s)?

(v) Should its scope be North America, "the Americas", or "global"?
(vi) Alternatively, should regional networks be established with a formal coordination system

between these regional groups also established?

In considering these issues, it would be useful to assess the levels of interest of different stakeholder
groups and individual entities in participating in such a network. For the network to be credible, useful
and effective, it will require sufficient membership, and strong commitment and active participation from
that membership.

Once established, this network could undertake specific initiatives and activities similar to those that the
GEN has undertaken on behalf of its membership. These might include:

(i) collection, compilation and provision of information on the various member programs including
their criteria, and relevant reports through a possible library system and/or a home page on the
Internet World Wide Web;

                                                       
89 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, pages 133-134.
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(ii) participation in environmental activities of the Free Trade Commission of the NAFTA, World
Trade Organization (WTO), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and others;

(iii) development and dissemination of position papers and analyses on such issues as markets for
environmentally responsible coffees, etc.;

(iv) provision of technical assistance and advice to programs under development or revision;
(v) information exchange among members with regard to setting criteria, marketing, green

procurement, etc.;
(vi) production and distribution of a newsletter (hard copy and/or electronic) providing pertinent, up-

to-date information;
(vi) staging routine meetings of members and invitees;
(vii) conducting workshops on various labeling strategies and issues; and
(viii) preparation, adoption and implementation of a system for potential mutual recognition (see #2).

6.2.2 Suggestion 2: Adoption of the GEN Model for a System to Pursue Mutual Recognition
Arrangements

Even if the establishment of a formal network is deemed inappropriate or impractical at this time,
concerted efforts should be made to improve communications capabilities and initiatives among labeling
programs. Further, the system for pursuing mutual recognition that the GEN has adopted could serve as a
useful model for the environmental coffee labeling industry.

6.2.3 Suggestion 3: Establishment and Implementation of a "Code of Conduct"

With the significant variations between the programs with respect to operations and procedures (notably
self-verification of claims versus third-party verification versus third-party certification), it would be
useful to pursue the creation and adoption of a "code of conduct".

This "code" could aid in advancing mutual confidence and respect among industry players. As well,
industry compliance to the "code" would convey a degree of industry unity and consistency to
stakeholders and observers. Such compliance could also be a key condition for membership in the
Network proposed in #1 above. Finally, "code compliance" could be used in the market place as a means
to distinguish "responsible" programs from less credible or suspicious ones. Note that the CEC could be a
“broker” in this effort.

Guidance in the nature and appropriate contents of such a "code" can be obtained through consideration
of the following:

(i) International Standard ISO 14020: Environmental labels and declarations - General Principles;
(ii) national and regional truth-in-advertising legislation and guidance documentation (e.g. US

Federal Trade Commission rules and requirements);
(iii) GEN membership requirements and conditions (available upon request); and
(iv) appropriate consumer advocacy organizations.

It would be additionally beneficial if the "code" could receive support from the SCAA and other
established coffee industry associations in the United States and the other countries in the Americas.
Further suggestions in this regard include:

"During its initial stage, the Code of Conduct would be voluntary and uncertified to hold cost downs and
rapidly build broad support. A second stage [c]ould provide for the development of an independent
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monitoring and certification mechanism giving companies that adhere to the Code greater recognition and
credibility…This might possibly involve a new seal of certification, although considerable market research
and analysis would be required to establish the demand for and viability of a new seal to represent the
Code.90 "

6.2.4 Suggestion 4: Development and Implementation of a Unified Certification/Verification
System Relating to Non-organic Criteria

As identified earlier in this paper, compliance to labeling requirements is currently being conducted
through three considerably different methods, or a combination of these:

(i) “self-verification” meaning that an individual entity verifies the performance of its own product
(e.g. visits by individual retailers to source farms to assess and confirm compliance);

(ii) “third party verification” meaning that an independent agency undertakes a site visit and reports
on conditions that comply with specified criteria. Note that this applies mostly in relation to
"shade coffee" and other non-organic labeling programs; and

(iii) “certification” meaning that a recognised and accredited certification body has verified the
performance of a particular supplier and subsequently awarded permission to use a label. The
certification body follows well documented administrative and verification procedures that are
universally applicable. Note that this currently applies to organic labels (due to existing organic
certification rules and regulations), and sometimes to some non-organic criteria91.

Within the industry, there are conflicting views on the merits and appropriateness of the different options.
By way of example, conflicting views are identified in the following positions (which happen to focus
specifically on "shade coffee" labeling systems):

“[M]ost shade coffee sales are coming from uncertified shade coffee introduced by roasters
moving quickly to capture the market opportunity and promote the shade coffee concept…Many
of these roasters claim to have visited the farms themselves and thereby justify “self-certifying”
their shade coffees. In some cases, roasters say they moved ahead with uncertified brands out of
frustration with the high cost and slow pace of the non-profit agencies that control shade
certification. In any event, the rapid proliferation of uncertified shade coffee brands is fuelling
concerns across the industry regarding free-riding and even fraud. This has led to greater interest
in third party certification by some roasters. …Moreover, several importers and roasters report that
they see very limited market potential for non-organic shade coffee, and have therefore decided to
offer shade only in conjunction with organic coffees (double certification).”92

“A roaster who has dealt in shade coffee says that the personal stories that importers tell about
shade farms are gradually becoming better-documented. Another roaster who has visited many
source farms pointed out that shade criteria could potentially be more easily verified than organic;
there may be more air-tight credibility in photographs of a shade farm than in an organic
inspector’s report that the crop is chemical-free (since the inspector would have to work beside the
farmer every day to be 100 percentage certain that the farm is organic.”93

For the sake of industry credibility and advancement, efforts should be undertaken to collectively assess
the appropriateness and desirability of the three options with respect to non-organic or "organic+" labels.

                                                       
90 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 133.
91 As identified in Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads [page 51], OCIA officials are considering the publishing of shade
standards for coffee as additions to their organic standards. OCIA International has invited any member or local chapter to
propose specific standards for shade. The Guatemala chapter is working to develop and propose publishable standards for
organic, shade coffee. These would include indicators for the degree and type of shade as well as other coffee-specific practices.
The Mexican certifier - Certi-Mex - specifies in its organic standards that coffee should be grown under diversified shade.
92 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, pages 68-69.
93 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 73.
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Factors for consideration should include: trends in consumer awareness, expectations and preferences;
willingness and ability of certifying and verifying entities to accommodate procedural modifications and
enhancements, etc.

While total harmonization and/or full consensus on a particular method may not be achievable, this is an
area where mutual recognition arrangements should be pursued, and could be extremely useful and
beneficial.

If a general agreement can be reached that verification procedures are adequate and appropriate in this
regard, issues for consideration in moving towards mutual recognition might include:

(i) Based on mutual confidence and respect, could self-verification procedures be collectively
formulated and formalized (and possibly even harmonized)?

(ii) What is the possibility of mutually acceptable self-verification procedures being accepted as
"equivalent" to third-party verification practises (in terms of thoroughness, due process,
regularity, etc.)?

(iii) Should and will certification entities agree to undertake verification (instead of formal
certification) work?

(iv) With respect to "organic+" labels, is it acceptable for compliance to some criteria to be certified
while other criteria compliance is simply verified?

(v) Can "performance standards/requirements" for verifiers be devised, and mutually accepted by
labeling programs, that could be used to establish a shared list of "industry-recognized, acceptable
verifiers"?

(vi) In an effort to reduce verification costs and contribute to local community development in
producing regions, would it be appropriate and constructive for labellers to promote and support
the development of local entities to conduct verification exercises on behalf of various labeling
programs (i.e. establish local and independent capabilities in regions where there is significant
production of "environmentally responsible" coffees)?

(vii) If item (iv) were to be pursued, would a "coordinating body" need to be established to accredit
"local verifiers" (i.e. the Forestry Stewardship Council model)?

If the prevalent view of stakeholders is that certification rather than verification is essential (e.g.
"organic+ labels" become more common and shown preference by consumers), then efforts to promote
and encourage mutual recognition among organic certification organizations should be pursued (refer to
Suggestion #5 below).

6.2.5 Suggestion 5: Promotion of Mutual Recognition Among Organic Certifiers

As identified in Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads:

“Coffee growers, importers, and roasters have all expressed a desire to see mutual recognition
among organic (and/or shade) certifiers. This reciprocity among certifiers would eliminate the
need for double or triple inspections and the attendant costs. These situations arise when growers
and roasters wish to sell their coffee to more than one national market. This problem also occurs in
the case of importers and roasters when one certifier does not certify coffee from all the origins
carried by a given importer or roaster. Not all the same certifiers are active in every part of the
world.

…Mutual recognition, although desired by the coffee growers and the buyers, is not easy to
achieve given the fact that these certifiers are competitors for business. For the certifiers to move
towards reciprocal recognition would mean a potential loss of business for smaller organizations
with less coverage.
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…[With respect to American certifiers,] [t]his issue may be resolved by the eventual USDA
National Organic Program, which could force U.S. certifiers to recognize each other’s
certifications,…USDA-NOP will not resolve turf battles between U.S. and European certifiers
unless the EU rules are clarified on their own and the USDA-NOP and EU reach an equivalence
agreement.”94

In this regard, labeling programs should collectively and uniformly make representations to certification
bodies and national governments, expressing the strong desire to see mutual recognition and equivalency
measures implemented. Labeling programs should also recruit other stakeholders in this exercise through
stressing the mutual benefits of such measures. In the fullness of time, it is probable that broader bilateral
and multilateral reciprocity agreements will be executed among national and /or international regulators
and certification bodies; however, attempting to accelerate this process for coffee certification seems
sensible and highly desirable.

As an alternative, or additionally, consideration could be given to encouraging and supporting the
development of local capabilities and accreditations to enable certification work to be performed locally.
This would probably require cooperation from the major international certification organizations, but may
be worth pursuing. The development of local capabilities is a concept that should be promoted to national
governments and institutional aid agencies that are pursuing community development in coffee producing
regions already.

6.2.6 Suggestion 6: Development of  “Common Standards”

Reference has also been made in Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads to common standards:

"Most of the talk about developing a new common set of standards and a super seal comes from
the non-profit world. Perhaps the dynamism of business is first required to launch a concept in the
market, test its viability, build consumer demand, and create the conditions (and need) for
subsequent certification by non-profit certifiers. Many of the business stakeholders …would
support this view. But most non-profit stakeholders feel that their own brand of leadership is also
needed to inject greater objectivity and legitimacy into the movement. They reject the notion that
they should simply stand aside and watch the industry run with these concepts with no
independent verification of claims. The lack of resolution of this leadership issue will make broad-
based acceptance of a new seal more difficult."95

Many steps and considerable negotiations will be required in order to arrive at widely accepted,
scientifically sound, and economically viable set of common criteria. To move this exercise along, several
initiatives should be pursued at this time, including:

(i) efforts should continue to achieve general agreements on definitions and terminology;
(ii) critical and thorough review of options (e.g. a super-seal, an umbrella label, etc.) should proceed

in a collaborative and open manner;
(iii) mutual confidence and respect between existing programs and industry participants should be

established as a base from which to proceed with significant changes; and
(iv) multi-stakeholder consultation should be conducted to the greatest extent possible.

                                                       
94 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, pages 62-63.
95 Sustainable Coffee at the Crossroads, page 114-115.
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6.3 HARMONIZATION VERSUS EQUIVALENCY

Two ways in which stakeholders and certification bodies may approach the issues of shade definition and
criteria are harmonization and equivalency.  Harmonization requires the adoption of one set of criteria
that defines shade (or sustainable) coffee and which provides the basis for its certification.  Given the
incongruent (and even competing) sets of issues brought to the table by various stakeholders, it will likely
be very difficult to agree on any such common standard.  Nonetheless, providing consumers with one,
consistent shade designation may be the only approach that guarantees acceptance.

Equivalency implies that certifying bodies would continue to use their own criteria, but would respect the
common, agreed upon goal (e.g., producing and marketing shade/ sustainable coffee for a reasonable
price while maintaining ecological integrity). Efforts would therefore be made to find and respect
common ground that does exist between criteria and concerns. Stakeholders would essentially choose to
travel by different roads to the same destination.  This could allow for variances in farming practices, as
long as a general, mutually-respected, effort is being made to produce coffee that addressed
environmental and social concerns. Subsequently, consumers could be presented with one label
representing environmentally (shade, organic) and socially responsible coffee.

An important aspect of this issue is the relevancy of the “shade-grown” designation. As discussed in
Section 1, the presence of shade is often a common factor linking organic and/or sustainable coffee
farming, habitat preservation, and fair trade practices. But does shade necessarily mean the same as
“sustainable”, or “environmentally-friendly”? As also noted earlier, additional concern exists that the
complex issues relating to environmentally and socially responsible coffee production might be trivialized
by such a simplistic classification.. On the other hand, “environmentally and socially responsible” may be
a cumbersome term for consumers. If one, over-reaching label is to be promoted for “good” coffee, there
will have to be further discussion on whether “Shade-grown” actually is the most appropriate term to use;
another, more relevant designation might be considered by stakeholders.

6.4 APPEALING TO CONSUMERS

The ultimate success of environmentally/socially-responsible or shade-grown coffee will depend on
consumer acceptance.  More market research would be beneficial in determining whether one “super
seal” is preferable to a continuation of several (or just three, for organic, bird-friendly and fair-trade).
Research is also required to confirm what the consumer would expect, desire and demand from a “shade”
label.

The coffee industry might wish to reconsider its entire approach to the marketing of gourmet coffees in
general, and organic and shade-grown coffee in particular.  Previous research has suggested the
advantages of tying shade-grown to higher quality/better taste96.  Perhaps an important lesson could be
learned from the wine and beer industries. Coffee, like wine, could be marketed as a “high-end” product;
a product that benefits greatly from a careful, nurturing approach to its cultivation and processing.
“Shade-grown” could come to be synonymous with “vintage” designation for wines (e.g., Canada’s VQA
labeling system). At least one American coffee retailer has already compared the organic/sustainable
coffees they sell to fine wines in promotional efforts97.

Another example to consider is the changing North American beer market. Recent years have witnessed
the rise of countless “micro-breweries” that market “preservative-free” beers, made with only 4 basic
ingredients (water, barley malt, hops and yeast).  Much like organic food, these beers present a healthier
product, one that avoids the chemicals used by the large commercial breweries. However, their marketing

                                                       
96 Measuring consumer interest in Mexican Shade-grown coffee; CEC, 1999
97 Thanksgiving Coffee website, 2000
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focuses just as much on quality and taste, and has been very successful; many of those large competitors
are now bringing out similar products. The Campaign for Real Ale in Britain is another, largely
consumer-driven initiative that has been successful in restoring the traditional brewing methods in that
country. This suggests that a similar marketing effort by promoters of shade/organic/sustainable coffees is
feasible.
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ANNEX 1: KEY ASPECTS OF LABELS APPLICABLE TO COFFEE

Presented in Annex 1 is a Table that summarizes key aspects of existing standards under which coffee
may be labelled. The table contains the following information:

Label/Standard: Name of the standard or set of criteria
Type: Whether the label is intended to be organic, shade, species-specific, habitat-

protective, or fair trade (i.e., social issue)
Based: Country, region or economic/political alliance where the certifying body is based
General Purpose: Where the market is, and perceived consumer motivation
Strictness: Strictness of the certification (“shall” versus “should” approach)
Certifier & Status: Who does the certifying, and status (1st party or  self, 3rd party)
Areas Covered: General overview of what criteria are included in the label / standard
Points to Note: General information

Note that there are several common elements of the labels / standards:

(i) They generally require at least 95 percentage organic content.
(ii) Conventional (i.e., non-organic) farms must undertake a specified conversion period. This period

is generally 3 years, with at least one year of “pure” organic cultivation of the crop in question.
(iii) The use of “natural” chemicals and minerals is generally permitted, even if restricted. In many

cases, the use of these must be approved and/or condoned by the (independent) certifier. Synthetic
chemicals are almost always prohibited.

(iv) In regards to “strictness”, the rule of thumb is “shall” vs. “should”, although some standards take
a softer stance.

(v) The “shade” labels/standards generally acknowledge the value and importance of organic
methods, even if they don’t specifically require these to be in place.

Acronyms used in the table are:

AMAE: Association of Mexican Ecological Farmers
Eco-OK: Seal of the Rainforest Alliance
EU: European Union
FAO/WHO: United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organisation/World Health Organisation
FLO: FairTrade Labelling Organisations
FTLA: Fair Trade Producers Association
FSC: Forest Stewardship Council
IFOAM International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
IOAS: International Organic Accrediting Service
SMBC: Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre
NTFB: Non-timber forestry products
OCIA: Organic Crop Improvement Association
QAI: Quality Assurance International
SCAA: Speciality Coffee Association of America
UKROFS : United Kingdom Register of Organic Food Standards
USDA-NOP: United States Department of Agriculture’s National Organic Program
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

IFOAM
General

Organic
originally, but
now includes
Social

Germany Domestic and
trade within
Europe

Health appeal

“Shall”

(note that
CCC report
insists that
IFOAM is
“should”, but
their own
criteria state
“shall”)

3rd Party

Accredited by
IOAS (which
is US based)

- General
farming plus
unspecified
wild/natural
crops, animal
husbandry)
- Processing
- Handling
- Packaging
- Labelling

- Strictness can also be interpreted as “should”
because exceptions and appeals are in place
for “exceptional cases”
- Limited use of naturally occurring chemicals permitted
- Focused on conventional agriculture, not coffee
- IOAS performs accreditation of IFOAM members who
offer certification services

IFOAM Coffee, tea
and cocoa

Organic Germany Domestic and
trade within
Europe

Health appeal

3rd Party

Accredited by
IOAS (which
is US based)

- Production
- Harvesting
- Drying
- Processing
- Warehouse

- As above, with specific criteria added to address 3
specific tropical products (coffee, tea and cocoa)
- Supports shade use, but doesn’t require it (e.g., shade
planting should be integrated, when “possible”)

EU 2092/91 Organic EU’ s
EEC
Council

Regulation of
organic food
market within
EU

Provides basis
of stakeholder
understanding

“Shall” 3rd Party

Vague,
variable

- Similar to
IFOAM Gen.

- No specific criteria for soil, water or biodiversity
conservation
- No  social criteria
- Detailed testing requirements
- Restricted use of naturally occurring chemicals
/minerals permitted

UKROFS Organic UK Domestic
UK?

? Could not
determine

3rd Party - General
farming + other

- Established by UK  Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
& Food
- Sets organic standards for UK
- Licences other organic organizations, but also does
verifying itself
- Liaison between EU and UK organic interests

Soil Assoc.
Certification Ltd.

Organic UK Domestic UK ? Could not
determine

3rd Party

UKROFS
IFOAM

IFOAM
member

- General
farming + other

- Leading organic certifier in UK
- UKROFS recognizes at least 5 other UK organic
organizations
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

Naturland
Skal/S.K.A.L
EcoCert

Organic German
Dutch
French

Domestic, but
also serves
foreign clients

For-profit

? Could not
determine

3rd Party
IFOAM
members
Naturland  is
IFOAM
accredited

- General
farming + other

- Various European certifying organizations that have
verified organic produced claims for U.S. organic coffee
roaster/ retailers

V.S.B.LO. Organic Swiss Domestic, but
also serves
foreign clients

For-profit

? Could not
determine

3rd Party - General
farming + other

- As above, but not IFOAM member

Codex Alimentarius Organic

Sustainability

“Nuture
ecosystems”

FAO,
WHO
(UN)

Harmonizing
organic
standards

Consumer
protection

“Should”

(Guidelines
only)

? 3rd Party

Supports
certification
& labelling by
non-UN

- All farming
stages
- Plants, plant
products,
certain fish
products, and
“foods that can
cause hyper-
sensitivity”

- Standards in draft stage
- Permits natural chemicals, but insists on certifier’s
authorization for most

USDA- NOP Organic USA Harmonizing
organic
standards
within US
(between
states)
Certifier
regulation

Consumer
protection

“Shall”

(but with
exceptions
and appeals in
place)

Could not
determine

- General
farming
- Unspecified
wild crops and
livestock

- 1998 draft allowed genetic engineering,  irradiation
and use of sewage sludge. This is under review (ready in
early 2000?)
- Seeks to address widely divergent state standards
- Have implemented ISO 65 under pressure from
EU(1999)

Certi-Mex Organic
Social

Mexico In-country ? Could not
determine

Seeking
validation by
IMO - an EU
(Swiss)
national
accreditation
program

- General
farming
- Also coffee-
specific

- Modelled on IFOAM General, with social guidelines
added
- Greater detail regarding coffee than general organic
standards
- Includes coffee specific standards (e.g., pruning,
pulping  rules)
- Cheaper than foreign certifiers, but often not
recognized by consuming nations and their certification
agencies
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

AMAE Organic Mexico Domestic and
Export

? Could not
determine

3rd Party - General
farming

- Affiliated with Mexico’s National Coordination of
Coffee Growers Organizations (CNOC) which
represents thousands of small-scale farmers (10% of
which are organic)

Instituto
Biodinamica

Organic Brazil In-country ? Could not
determine

3rd Party

IOAS &
IFOAM
accredited

IFOAM
member

- General
farming

- Greater detail regarding coffee than general organic
standards
- Includes coffee specific standards
- Cheaper than foreign certifiers, but often not
recognized by consuming nations and their certification
agencies

Eco-Logica Organic Costa
Rica

In-country ? Could not
determine

Could not
determine

- Coffee
farming

- Greater detail regarding coffee than general organic
standards
- Includes coffee specific standards
- Cheaper than foreign certifiers, but often not
recognized by consuming nations and their certification
agencies
- Certified a coffee temporarily sold by the major (and
influential) Starbucks chain

BioLatina Organic Peru In-country ? Could not
determine

IOAS
accredits
Boli-cert

- Coffee
farming

- Greater detail regarding coffee than general organic
standards
- Includes coffee specific standards
- Cheaper than foreign certifiers, but often not
recognized by consuming nations and their certification
agencies
- BioLatina network includes Inca-Cert (Peru), Boli-Cert
(Bolivia), Bio-Muisca (Colombia) and Cenipae
(Nicaragua)

IncaCert
MayaCert

Organic ? Peru In-country ? Could not
determine

3rd Party - Latin American certifying organizations that have
verified organic produced claims for U.S. organic coffee
roaster/ retailers
- Greater detail regarding coffee than general organic
standards
- Includes coffee specific standards
- Cheaper than foreign certifiers, but often not
recognized by consuming nations and their certification
agencies
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

OCIA Organic

Focus on
Ecology and
preservation
of land

USA,
Canada

Domestic and
Import

“Shall”

(but members
may  appeal
for specific
waivers)

3rd Party

IFOAM
member,
awaiting
acceditation

Standards
approved by
OCIA
Standards
Committee

- General
farming +
- Others
include honey,
maple syrup,
sprouts,
mushrooms
and wild crops)
- Entire chain
of custody

- Claim to be largest US organic certifier
- Audit trail required
- “System of institutionalized trust” that aims to
empower organic farmers
- “Privilege to be earned”
- Limited and appropriate use of natural
chemicals/minerals is permitted

Demeter Association Organic

“Biodynamic”

Europe/
USA

Domestic and
Import

Health and
Stewardship

? “Shall” 3rd Party

IFOAM
member

- General
farming
- Offers
organic, semi-
biodyanmic &
biodynamic
certifications

- Provides “ a framework for the development of
sustainable agriculture.” – claim that guidelines meet or
exceed state/ federal organic regulations
- Advocates and certifies “biodynamic” farming which
includes ecosystem maintenance, soil husbandry and
holistic approaches and prohibits genetic engineering
- Chemicals prohibited

QAI Organic

Focus on
sustainable
argriculture

USA Domestic and
Import

Health

“Shall” 3rd Party

Accredited
through
USDA/AMS
ISO 65

- General
farming +
others
including sea
vegetables,
maple syrup
and livestock
- Entire chain
of custody

- ISO 65 Cert. Allows QAI clients access to EU markets
- While primarily an organic certifier, will add SMBC
criteria upon request (e.g., Northwest Shade Coffee
Campaign)
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

Eco-OK Shade

Social

Rainforest
Alliance

Latin
America

Domestic
and Export

Working with
farmers to
promote
conservation

Both “shall”
and “should”
(depends on
issue)

? 3rd Party

Considering
use of in-
country
certifiers

- Coffee and
banana farming
- Chain of
custody
required for
wholesalers
and retailers

- First program to include shade as criterion
- Standards developed with Guatemalan FIIT, refined
for Mexico and El Salvador
- Allows use of synthetic chemicals, but encourages
reduction (∴ “flexible”)
- Standards have been criticized for being too lenient
(for organic)
- Promotes biodiverstiy, reforestation, conservation and
fair trade/treatment
- Possible use of in-country certifiers would lower costs
- Rainforest Alliance is Secretariat of the Conservation
Agriculture Network (umbrella for organizations in
Costa Rica, Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala and El
Salvador)

SMBC Shade/ habitat

Specifically
focussed on
bird (habitat)
conservation

USA Import

Altrusitc

Generally
“should” vs
“shall”

3rd Party

Uses QAI

- Coffee
farming

- Organic requirement not implicit, but in practice does
limit seal use to organic coffee
- Considers effects on entire migratory birds’ habitat
(i.e., beyond coffee farm?)
- Considers degrees of shade (e.g., rustic, planted)
- Currently limited to northern Neotropic (i.e Central
America/ Caribbean) countries
- While nominally a “positive” label, purpose is in effect
negative (“Anti-sun-grown” )

Seattle Audubon
Society

Shade

(“Northwest
Shade Coffee
Campaign”)

Fair Trade

USA

(specific.
the North
West)

Local
roasters,
retailers and
importers
Altruistic

Varies 1st/2nd/3rd

party

Depends on
individual
members,
who may use
QAI, Eco-
OK, etc.

- Coffee
farming
- Possibly
higher up chain
of custody
(depending
upon certifier)

- SAS “partnering with coffee industry to promote ‘bird-
friendly” coffee”
- Also supports fair trade concepts
- Companies expected to “take steps” to identify coffee
source and ensure it to be shade-grown
- Acknowledges the 5 types of shade

PROCAFE Shade El
Salvador

In-country “Should” Certifiers are
Salva, Natura,
Eco-OK

- Shade coffee
farming

- National program initiated to develop shade-grown
criteria in concert with Salva Natura (NGO) and the
World Bank
- Example of “national shade strategy”
- Organic promoted, but not required (too “exclusive”)
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

FSC Forestry
practices

NTFP

North
America

Domestic and
Import

? Could not
determine

Collaborates
with 3rd party
organic
certifiers

- Variety of
products

- Certifies general forestry practices, including
harvesting of non-timber products (nuts, oils, tree gum,
medicinal herbs, coffee, cocoa, etc.)
- No specific commodity criteria, but coffee is under
consideration

Green Mountain
Coffee

Stewardship

(quality +
environment
+ social )

USA
(local
roaster &
mail-order
retailer)

Import

Profit (retail)

Appeal  to
alturism

Industry
sourcing
policy

Shall
(but
subjectively)

2nd Party Coffee farming - Developed own criteria and conduct own on-site audits
(due to scepticism of industry standards)
- Criteria includes quality, environment  & social
concerns
- Requires biodiversity conservation, but doesn’t
specifically address shade
- Allows limited use of synthetic chemicals

Thanks-
Giving Coffee

“Sustainable”

(quality +
environment
+ social )

USA

(local
roaster &
mail-order
retailer)

Import

Profit (retail)

Appeal  to
alturism

Industry
sourcing
policy

Shall

(but
subjectively)

3rd Party
based (OCIA,
Eco-OK &
TransFair)
+ 2nd  party
“points”
rating system

- Coffee
farming

- Have developed a “point” system for rating coffees,
but also has coffees certified by OCIA, Eco-OK &
Transfair
- Also partners with American Birding Association
(ABA) to promote bird habitat protection

ECP Organic

Shade

Fair Trade

Canada Import “Shall” 3rd Party - Shade cover
- Soil cons.
- Fertilization
- Pest control
- Drying
- Processing,
storage and
transport
- Fair trade

- Criteria developed in response to request from  coffee
importer
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Label /
Standard

Type Based General
Purpose

Strictness Certifier
& Status

Areas
Covered

Points to Note

SCAA (draft) Shade

Focus on
biodiversity,
land
ecosystem
health, &
sustainability

USA
Marketers

Import
Responsible
business

“Should”

(justified on
grounds of
need for
continuing
research and
standards
development)

N/A Coffee farming
Entire chain of
custody
Has standards
for: Green
coffee, Roast
colour,
Brewing,
Brewer certif.,
Espresso

- Focus on ecological health and economic benefits of
shade
- Standards’ purpose is to provide basis and credibility
for claims of individual coffee roaster/retailers

FLO Fair Trade Primarily
European
market,
but also
USA and
Canada

Umbrella
organizations
for 19 Fair
Trade groups

Monitors and
certifies fair
trade claims
against
specified
criteria

“Should” for
environmental
criteria

“Shall “ for
rest of criteria
(i.e., wages,
health, etc.)

3rd Party

Considering
use of in-
country
certifiers

- Farming of
various cash
crops (coffee,
tea, cocoa,
sugar, bananas,
etc.) in less-
industralized
countries
- Fair wages
- Working
conditions
- Democratic
cooperatives
- Cultural
respect
- Environment
sustainability

- Member labellers/certifiers use identical set of
standards, criteria and producer groups
- Criteria include fair wages and working conditions,
business support, capacity-building, respect for cultural
ability and environmental sustainability
- Environmental concerns encouraged, but not
paramount; recognizes importance of sustainability and
conservation with social framework,
- Certification costs are paid by the roasters/retailers

TransFair/  Fair
TradeMark Canada

Fair Trade USA/
Canada

Member of
FLO

“Should” for
environmental
criteria

“Shall “ for
rest of criteria
(i.e., wages,
health, etc.)

3rd Party

Considering
use of in-
country
certifiers

Same as above - Recognizes importance of sustainability and
conservation with social framework
- Uses FLO criteria
- Maintain  that environmental impacts and resource
depletion are fundamentally “people” (i.e., social)
issues;
- Key to sustainable, healthy, bird-friendly coffee is to
work with farmers to encourage stewardship
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ANNEX 2: SAMPLE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ECO-LABELLING
PROGRAMS

EXAMPLE
Mutual Recognition Agreement for Environmental Labelling Programs

Between: "Entity X"

and "Company Y"

Whereas [Entity X] is a [type of entity] environmental labelling organization of [Jurisdiction #1],
operating " [Program #1] ", and owner of the Program′s official environmental label - the "[Label #1]";

Whereas, pursuant to the [Program #1], suppliers of certain products that comply with the
[Program #1] product specific criteria and requirements may be eligible to use the [Program #1]
certification mark in connection with such products;

Whereas [Entity A] is owner of "[Program #2]", and its officially registered and protected
environmental label, the "[Label #2]";

Whereas [Company Y] has been authorized to manage and operate the [Program #2], which
includes the right to use and sublicense use of the [Label #2];

Whereas, pursuant to [Program #2], suppliers of certain products that comply with the [Program
#2] product specific criteria and requirements may be eligible to use the [Label #2] in connection with
such products;

In consideration of the parties’ mutual desire to cooperatively promote and facilitate the
production and marketing of products that are better for the environment, both parties agree as follows:

0.0 Definitions:

In this Agreement,

“Agreement” means this agreement and any Endorsement(s) and Schedules which are executed by both
parties hereto and attached to this agreement, in each case as they may be amended or supplemented from
time to time;

“Certification / Certified” conveys acceptance into an environmental labelling program of a product
which is in compliance with relevant criteria; if the criteria are met and an agreement between the product
supplier and the labelling program is entered into, the product supplier’s complying product may be
represented as certified;

“Criteria” means the formulated product-specific criteria which applicant companies must comply with
in order to have their products become certified by an environmental labelling program;
“Environmental label” refers to an environmental labelling program’s graphic emblem or seal, which is
used on or in association with a product to acknowledge that product’s compliance with relevant
certification criteria;
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“Environmental labelling program” refers to [Program #1] of [Jurisdiction #1] or [Program #2] of
[Jurisdiction #2];

“Equivalency” denotes the notion that when comparable environmental objectives are met in different
ways, then compliance to similar but not identical requirements can be accepted as a basis for
certification;

“First certifier” can be either party, but identifies the one which has first certified a supplier’s product
and authorized use of that party’s environmental label on the certified product [contrast with “second
certifier”;

“Mutual acceptance / Mutual recognition” means mutual recognition of tests, inspections, conformity
assessment, administrative procedures and, where appropriate, environmental criteria;

“NPRPPM” means non-product related processes and production methods;

“Party” means [Entity X] or [Company Y]; and

“Product” means a good, service, technology, event or facility, or other industry environmental initiative.

“Second certifier” can be either party, but identifies the one which certifies a supplier’s product(s) which
has/have already been certified by the other party (i.e. the “first certifier”).

1.0 Scope:

Section 1.1  The scope of this Agreement is all current and proposed aspects of [Program #1] and
[Program #2].

2.0 Recognition and Acceptance:

Section 2.1  Both parties recognize and accept the other party's environmental labelling program as
described in one of the attached schedules; specifically:

(a) [Program #1] (see Schedule A), and

(b) [Program #2] (see Schedule B).

Section 2.2  Both parties recognize and accept the other party's operational system and procedures as
transparent, open and credible.

Section 2.3  Both parties recognize and accept the other party�s affiliated auditing and verification
organizations/facilities.  Preference on auditing and verification activities should be given to the most
convenient and cost effective.

Section 2.4  The agreed approach for product certification is described in the attached Figure and
includes:

(a) If comparable product categories exist and the corresponding certification criteria and
requirements are sufficiently similar, equivalency and full mutual recognition can be
accepted for that product.  This allows a product audited and certified by one party to be
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certified by the other party without any further verification testing and associated
additional cost;

(b) If comparable product categories exist but the certification criteria are somewhat
different, then:

    (i) One party's nprppm-based product certification criterion/a could be
accepted by the other party; however, public acceptability and program
credibility should be considered before proceeding; and

    (ii) Any "use- and/or disposal-related" certification requirement(s) must
satisfy the specific criterion/a of the environmental labelling program from which
certification is being sought (e.g. to be authorized to use the [Program #1]
certification mark, relevant [Program #1] use- and/or disposal- related
certification requirements must be satisfied);

(c) If comparable product categories exist but certification criteria are significantly different,
verification activities may still be conducted by either party; and

(d) Not withstanding Section 4.1, if there is no comparable product category for a party’s
specific category, then there is no current scope for any level of mutual acceptance.

3.0 Obligations:

Section 3.1  It is primarily the obligation of each party to monitor and audit products certified under its
environmental labelling program.

Section 3.2  It is primarily the obligation of each party to address complaints and appeals connected with
products certified under its program.

Section 3.3  Both parties should meet, at least once per year, to evaluate the progress of this Agreement,
update the schedules if necessary, and sign any new Endorsement.

Section 3.4  Each party will notify the other when products certified through this Agreement fall out of
compliance.

4.0 Extended Authority:
Section 4.1  Once in force, this Agreement allows one party's environmental labelling program to audit
and test products for the other party's program upon request, whether the products are already certified by
either party or not.

5.0 Free Trade Barriers:

Section 5.1  Measures are considered to be trade barriers when they unfairly disadvantage or restrict the
access of products into a foreign market, hence both parties agree to:

(a) Ensure decision-making processes relating to criteria development, certification and
authorization of product suppliers to use the appropriate environmental label on their
certified product(s), are transparent;
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(b) Keep environmental labelling programs and relevant non-confidential information open
and readily accessible to all applicants and other interested parties including both
domestic and foreign companies; and

(c) Incorporate relevant guiding principles established by the International Organization of
Standardization (ISO), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and [???].

6.0 Indemnity:

Section 6.1  Either party shall indemnify and hold harmless the other party and its agent(s), officers, and
employees against any and all liability, loss, costs, damages, legal fees and expenses of whatever kind or
nature, and howsoever caused, which they sustain or incur by reason, or in consequence of any and all
matters arising out of this Agreement.

7.0 Fees:

Section 7.1  Program participation fees are to be paid to, and collected by, the party offering the
environmental label being sought by a product certification applicant.

Section 7.2  Program participation fees must be determined and charged in a consistent and fair manner
which does not unjustly discriminate against a foreign applicant.

Section 7.3  Verification and audit fees are to be directly paid to, and collected by the party which
performs the relevant work.

8.0 Non-assignability of Sublicensing Rights:

Section 8.1  Neither party has the authority to sublicense the use of the other party's environmental label.

9.0 Termination:

Section 9.1  Termination upon Agreement Anniversary: This Agreement may be terminated upon the
annual anniversary date of this Agreement by either party providing three (3) months advance written
notice of intent to the other party.

Section 9.2  Termination for Bankruptcy: This Agreement may be terminated by either party if the
other party voluntarily enters into proceedings in bankruptcy or insolvency.

Section 9.3  Termination for Change in Status: This Agreement will terminate if either party ceases to
have the authority to manage and operate an environmental labelling program.

10.0 Miscellaneous provisions:

Section 10.1  Notice:  Any notice, communications or demand given or made pursuant to this Agreement
shall be in writing and sent by certified air mail or hard copied telecommunications.
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Section 10.2 Term:  This Agreement will come into effect on the date of execution, and will remain
effective until terminated under the conditions identified in Sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 or 9.4.

Section 10.3  Survival:  The termination of this Agreement shall not affect the survival and enforceability
of any provision of this Agreement which is expressedly or impliedly intended to remain in force after
such termination.

In witness whereof [Entity X] and [Company Y] have executed this Agreement.

[Entity X] [Company Y]
as represented by: as represented by:

Name: Name:
Title: President and CEO Title: President and CEO

Date: Date: 

Schedule A: Program #1

Schedule B: Program #2
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ANNEX 3: PRC-070 COFFEE

Environmental ChoiceM Program
Panel Review Process

VERIFICATION AND LICENSING CRITERIA
PRC-070

Product : Coffee

Notice

Throughout this document, any reference to a standard or guideline means to its latest edition.

The Environmental Choice Program (ECP) reserves the right to accept equivalent test data for the test
methods specified in this document.

Interpretation

1. In this set of requirements, please note the following definitions:

“cafetal “refers to that area in which coffee is being grown;

“epiphytic plants” means plants such as orchids, ferns, bromeliads, etc.;

“fairly traded coffee” means coffee that has either been produced, imported and distributed in a
manner that either is certified as being fairly traded by a member of the Fairtrade Labeling
Organization International (FLO), or meets FLO fair trade criteria or equivalent. In general terms,
fairly traded coffee ensures that organizations (or co-ops) of small farmers are receiving a fair
price for their crops, credit at reasonable rates of interest and longer-term sales contracts. Criteria
include inter alia requirements for small scale production, democratic control, administrative
transparency, the practice of solidarity, openness to new members and the application of
production techniques that respect ecosystems and contribute to the conservation of resources;

“Fairtrade Labeling Organization International (FLO)” means a federation of national
initiatives with the same shared standards and monitoring for fairly traded products. For coffee,
the specific criteria and licensing requirements exist for producers, roasters/distributors and
importers. The FLO includes members in: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. The Canadian member organization is Fair TradeMark
Canada (also known as TransFair Canada);
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“Genetically Modified Organisms (and products thereof)” is generally understood to include
all materials produced through the modern methods of biotechnology including gene technology
and all other techniques using molecular and/or cell-biology for the purpose of altering the
genetic make-up of living organisms in ways or with results that do not occur in nature or through
traditional mating, recombination and/or breeding. Techniques used to engineer GMOs include
inter alia recombinant DNA (rDNA), cell fusion, micro and macro injection, encapsulation, gene
deletion and gene doubling. GMOs do not include materials resulting from techniques such as
conjugation, transduction and hybridization;

“patio drying” means a traditional method of drying coffee. After picking, the coffee cherries are
grated off of the green beans which are then washed and spread out (on cement patios, screen tray
tables, matts made of local fibres, etc.) to dry under the sun. The beans are raked and rolled for a
period of 5 to 15 days before becoming dry enough for export;

“pheromone traps” means a trap that uses pheromones as bait, where pheromones are chemical
substances that are produced by animals and serve especially as a stimulus to other individuals of
the same species for one or more behavioural responses;

“solar drying” means a method of drying coffee in which solar dryers use only the energy of the
sun to dry coffee beans during day hours, and back-up biomass burners dry coffee beans during
night hours, early morning, and rainy and/or cloudy periods;

“synthetic material” means a substance that is formulated or manufactured by a chemical
process or by a process that chemically changes a substance extracted from naturally occurring
plants, animals or mineral sources. Synthetic materials do not include those substances created by
naturally occurring biological processes.

General Requirements

2. To be authorized to carry the EcoLogoM, the coffee must:

(a) meet or exceed all applicable governmental and industrial safety and performance
standards; and

(b) be manufactured and transported in such a manner that all steps of the process, including
the disposal of waste products arising therefrom, will meet the requirements of all
applicable governmental acts, by laws and regulations including, for facilities located in
Canada, the Fisheries Act and the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA).

Product Specific Requirements

3. To be authorized to carry the EcologoM,  the coffee must:

(a) be � fairly traded coffee;�  and

(b) contain 100 percent by weight of ingredients produced in compliance with this guideline.

4. To be authorized to carry the EcologoM,  the coffee must be produced in a manner that is
consistent with the criteria listed below.
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(a) General production methodologies must:

(i) not use Genetically Modified Organisms or products thereof; and

(ii) only use products based on polyethylene, polypropylene or other polycarbonates
for protected structure coverings, mulches, fleeces and netting. The use of
polychlorcarbonates for these is prohibited.

(b) Shade cover must:

(i) ensure that the cafetal is at least 40% shaded at any time;

(ii) have an upper canopy averaging at least 12 metres in height;

(iii) have various taller trees that reach at least 15 metres in height;

(iv) have no more than 70% of shade trees in the cafetal belonging to a dominant tree
species, with these species being native to the local area. The remaining
percentage (30% as a minimum) must be evenly distributed throughout the
cafetal, with at least one third of these being species native to the local area;

(v) provide visual evidence that the regeneration of large and long-lived species is
occurring; and

(vi) not remove epiphytic plants from shade trees in the cafetal.

(c) Soil conservation techniques must:

(i) ensure the soil has year-round cover of either a living ground cover or a
leaf/mulch litter; and

(ii) in cases of steep or highly broken terrain and high precipitation, use soil
conservation practices including inter alia terracing, planting root crops,
minimizing the loss of topsoil, and preventing erosion.

(d) Fertilization techniques must:

(i) not use fertilizers or manures that contain human faeces except when composted
and where all sanitation requirements are met;

(ii) if applicable, apply mineral fertilizers in their natural composition and not
chemically alter or treat these fertilizers; and

(iii) not use any synthetic products including inter alia growth regulators, dyes and
synthetic fertilizers; and

(iv) not use Chilean nitrate or any synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers including urea.

(e) Pest and weed control techniques must:

(i) not use synthetic herbicides, fungicides, insecticides and other pesticides; and
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(ii) ensure that all equipment used for pest control and fertilizer application are
properly cleaned and free from residues when used for substances permitted by
this document.

(f) Drying techniques must:

(i) dry the product only by solar means including patio and solar drying; and

(ii) if using solar drying, ensure that the back-up biomass burners are powered only:
Χ at night, early morning or when the sun� s energy is unavailable due to

cloud cover such as rainy periods, and
Χ by coffee parchment and tree prunings from the shade management of

the cafetal used as fuel, and not trees cut down specifically for firewood.

(g) Processing, storage and transport techniques must:

(i) compost all coffee pulp as opposed to dumping or landfilling;

(ii) recycle or clean all contaminated de-pulping wash waters through processes that
remove contaminants and restore normal oxygen levels in the waters. This
includes inter alia sedimentary ponds to filter wastewater and bio-absorption
mechanisms using indigenous plants;

(iii) not use irradiation, fumigation or microwave treatment for processing;

(iv) limit processing to mechanical, physical or biological means, and retain as much
of the nutritional content of the raw agricultural product as possible;

(v) only use processing additives to maintain nutritional value, stabilize the product
(ensuring product quality) and/or give the product consistency in appearance, as
long as none of these are negatively affected by using the additives;

(vi) use non-chemical pest management for processing and storage areas including
inter alia physical barriers (hermetic storage cocoons), sound, ultra-sound, light
and UV light, pheromone and static bait traps, and temperature and atmospheric
control measures;

(vii) ensure that the coffee to be certified is stored, processed and transported
separately from non-ECP-certified coffee.

Verification

5. To verify a claim that a product meets the criteria listed in this document, the ECP will require
access, as is its normal practice, to relevant quality control and production records and the right of
access to facilities and/or areas used in growing, drying, processing and storing on an announced
basis.

6. Compliance with requirement 2(b) shall be attested to by a signed statement of the Chief
Executive Officer or the equivalent officer of the licensee. The ECP shall be advised in writing
immediately by the licensee of any noncompliance which may occur during the term of the
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license. On the occurrence of any noncompliance, the license may be suspended or terminated as
stipulated in the license agreement.

Conditions for EcoLogo Use

7. The EcoLogo may appear on wholesale or retail packaging, or on the product itself, provided that
the product meets the requirements in this document.

8. All licensees and authorized users must comply with the ECP's Guide to Proper Use of the
EcoLogoM regarding the format and usage of the EcoLogo.

9. Any accompanying advertising must conform with the relevant requirements stipulated in this guideline,
the license agreement and the ECP's Guide to Proper Use of the EcoLogoM.
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